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INTRoDUCT1(ei

This volume is the fourth in a series of four related documents
reporting an inveetiqatien: A Competency Base for Curriculum Development
in Preschool Education. An investigation was conducted as a systematic
search for a master list of competencies, terminal behavior 6 years 0
months, which "normal" American children possess via innateness or acqui-
sition. The intent et the major investigative question was to answer "can
they do it" according to normal growth and development patterns and "do
they do it" according to results of program evaluation.

Volume I, the parent document, included a Prime Competency List created
from a literature search. Volume II, Responses of a National Panel of Child
Development Sehol.irs, recorded all responses to the Prime Competency List.
These responses helped create. An Early Childhood Competncy Rating Instrument.
Volume III, Responses of a National Panel and an Appalachian Panel of Child
Development Scholars, provided the pool of ratings which established thirty-
two preschool competencies. Volume IV creates the curriculum base related
to the competencies.

This volume undertakes the development of the curriculum base using
the fullowin'; format.

Listing of Competency Category
Statement of Competency
Statement of the General Goal
Providing a Performance Statement
Statement of Criterion
Sample Activities

rho final draft of this work will supply a minimal pool of 160 activities
that can be conducted so preschool youngsters might acquire the competencies
established by the investigation. Professional assistance for this document
was provided by Education Commission of the States, Denver, Colorado, and
the High/Scope Foundation, Yipsilanti, Michigan. The investigator appreciates
the contributions of these two agencies.
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CATEGORY I: CLASSIFICATION

A. Competency: Ability to Form Concepts (1)

General Goal: The child can contrast and compare, verbalize principles
underlying familiar concepts, and form new age appropriate
concepts.

Performance Statement:

1. The child comprehends and uses terms which enable him to contrast and
compare, include and exclude elements under consideration.

Same, not the same, different
Like, alike, unlike
Identical
Similar, dissimilar
Is, is not

Criterion:

1.a Given objects which are both the same and different in size, shape,
color, or pattern, the child can select them according to a verbal
direction.

Sample Activity Items:

Find two circles that are the same size.
Hand me a square a different color from this one.
Find something else that has the same pattern as this.
Find something which is identical to this.

Comments:

Note that the progression of learning from comprehension to
expression is used, as it will be repeatedly throughout the
other performance statements and criteria. The criterion given
here are basic to concept formation. After they are taught like,
alike, unlike; identical, similar, dissimilar can be introduced.

"Is" seldom presents any problem to children. "Is not" may have
to receive special stress to help children attend to the "not"
portion of it. Also, some children use the colloquial form "ain't."
In fact, some clever programming could be done to help children
learn that "is not" and "ain't" mean the same thing.

Examples:

Homo: "Get a hair ribbon the same color as your dress." "There
should be the same number of plates and glasses." "Those socks
are the same color, but they are a different size. How else are
they different?"

41.



uLaid "Nc.w are those cars alike?" "How are they
not alike?* *what is that house doing here on the same street as
all th'ese tic/ stores. It doesn't belong here at all."

):,;ray Environment: "Find another leaf that is shaped the same
A4 as OM* . that is shaped differently." "Find a flower
exactly like this one."

Schocl; *Find something the same color as your jeans." "You and
Zee are the same height. You and Joe are not the same height."

docks that are the same shape together on the shelf."

1.b Slver, objects which are both the same , and different in size, shape,
cc r. cr pattern, the child can say how they are the same or
d;fferent.

ale t ems :

bLld two circles, one blue, one red, ask; "How are they the
same? How are they different?"
Put to cubes, of differing colors together, ask; "How are these
cubes a: Ike? How are they not alike ?"

Performance Statement:

2. The child can verbalize principles underlying familiar concepts.

Criterion:

2.a Glver a familiar concept, the child can name some particular instances
cf the concept and tell why they "go together."

£a le Activity Items:

Tel: zee some fo4s you know. After child has named some, ask him:
*Iihy do rou suppose we put all these things together, and think of
them as food?" (Repeat for clothing, letters, numbers, etc.)

Coamftnt

aLle to say wavy we group rill things in a familiar category
or :'oncei.11 Is one indicator of understanding principles. However,
children S.In't always have the same ideas as adults, and may give
very dIfferent reasons. (See Bruner). Here is a place to be open
and encourage children's divergent thinking.

Ierformance Statoment:

3. The chlid CAM form new concepts from exposure to particular instances
of the concept.

3.a liver. 10-12 particular instances of a simple concept, the child
can sort e'- the. tasis.

As.



t It oms:

carts with an imaginary animal or blob !.varying colors
earie.

.7.ifferent emagieary animals or blobs on each of 10-12 other cards.
7e.i-l; "*iere is a 'bote.' There are a lot of other 'botos'

77. .'";la Sk'V if you cal find them.'

Statements:

eee tee red balls and one green, ball and asked how they are different
wi.1 respond by saying they are different colors,

or
Ore red and this one is green.

an ,as-rt./1,c:nt of small objects such as: toy people, scissors,
eerz.e ie7elee, block:, tc., and asked to put them in groups, the

tnem together by color.

strips of m. al and three identical strips of wood,
in groups, child will put the metal strips to-
strips together. When asked why he put them in those
these are all made of wood and these are all made of

.ete- e%ree .lentet:al
lee esee: 7: put t:-.em
f.:rr wooden
e.. 41s, ee wIll :tat4=

!wr_ ears and two

saying they

7: they

trucks and asked how they are alike, the child will
all have wheels,

or
all carry people.

;.eee severe: styrof:am balls of assorted size and several thumb tacks,
ae± ee manipulate the materials the child will stick the thumb

tails. Then when shown a straight pin, and asked what he
1: the pin, he will respond by saying "stick it in the balls."

7:Amm.:nts:

t=-:rm is usually thought of as a general idea or understanding,
ter.ved from specific instances or occurrences. Sometimes a

eeteei.e .s q.iee specefec, such as "triangle," or more generally, "shape,"
yr st.: .11crt -.T-r%erally, "attributes," or "geometry." All children have the

e: ferm eenceetsbut some dc it quite well and easily and have a
very :aree -t -rt nf concepts. Others are more limited. All children can
-se ee4 retIring ant clarifying the concepts they do have, and in being
ee:e te :7vre:,eee eentrast the objects, actions, living things, and ideas
teae are leeeted 4.n, er excluded from a particular concept.

tne terms listed heresame/different, like/alike/unlike, etc.,
.m esse7tia. *.i.fore development of materials can begin. These terms are often
.sed q.ite lz.csely. "Same" is often used without specifying in what respect



two or more objects are the same. Better to say "bane color, "saw. shape,'
"same size," "same length," etc., and "different color," "different snape,"etc. If they are the same in every respect, the word identical can be used.

If you want the child to have a fully usable concept, such as 'shape," 'size,
etc., be sure to use that term as well as the name of the instance.

0 (Shape) 0
Round Sphere, et

Cube

(Size) Tall Short

Big, Litt Long, Short

Young children frequently know the specifics, but need a linkage to the bigidea.

(People)

Boys 11\1Won, etc.

Girls, Men

Probably some "negative instances" of all these concepts, introdlIced at theappropriate time, would strengthen the concept.

8
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CATEGORY I: CLASSIFICATION

B. Competency: Ability to Discriminate by Sound (2)

General Goal: The child can distinguish selected characteristics of
sound, and identify sources of sout.

Performance Statement:

. The child can distinguish selected characteristics of sound by recognition
and labeling. Characteristics are positive and comparative terms loud,
soft: louder, softer.

Criterion:

l.a Given a verbal direction, the child can produce a loud or soft
sound.

Sample Activity Items

Clap your hands loudly.
Say your name very softly.
I'm going to clap my hands. Now you clap your hands louder.

Performance Statement:

A. The child can identify familiar sources of sound by identifying the object
or action used to produce the sound.

Criterion:

2.a Given a familiar sound, the child can identify the object used
to produce the sound, or the animal which produces the sound.

Sample Activity Items:

Play recording or produce sound where child cannot see. Ask, "What
object is being used?" Or, "What is making that noise?" If child
cannot answer, show him a group of objects or pictures of objects
or animals and let him select the one being used.

Appropriate items are: hammer, ball (bouncing), scissors (cutting),
drum, jingle bells, horn, siren, tractor (use items child is familiar
with), for objects; cow, dog, cat, horse, "bird," rooster, duck, etc.
for animals.

Cr iter ion:

2.b Given a familiar sound, the child can identify the action used to
produce the sound.

5



Sam le

Play recording or produce sound where child cannot see.

Ask, "What are they pinto make that noise?" If child cannot
answer, show him a grouping of action pictures and let him select
the action he thinks is being used.

Appropriate items are hammering, bouncing a ball, whistling,
singing, humming, clapping hands, snapping fingers, sawing, and
so forth.

For animals use mooing, barking, meowing, neighing, chirping,
crowing, quacking, etc.

Additional Performance Statements:

3. Given the actual sound of a bicycle horn and lightly blown harmonica; and
Asked which was louder, the child will respond that the horn was louder.

4. Given the sound of a guitar being strummed and a flute being played and
asked which instrument plays more notes at a time the child will respond
that the guitar plays more notes.

5. Given the sound of a metronome at the speed of MM0120 and another metro-
nome at the speed of MMe60 and asked which is going faster, the child
will respond that the first metronome is faster.

6. Given the sound of high-pitched notes on the piano C'-C" and low-pitched
notes on the piano, and asked which notes are high-pitched like a girl's
voice, the child will respond that the first high-pitched group of notes
was the highest.

7. Given the sound of a fire or ambulance siren and a clock chiming and asked
which one produces a smooth sound, the child will respond that the siren
sound is smooth.

8. Given the sounds of a triangle, a headless tambourine, a metal xylophone,
a tom-tom drum and a bongo drum and asked to group the instruments by the
kinds of sounds produced, the child will group together the metal instru-
ments and the membrane instruments together.

9. Given the sounds of a girl's voice, a man's voice, a baby's cry, a dog's
bark, a horse's whinney, a cat's meow and asked to group the sounds, the
child will group the sounds by those made by people and those made by
animals.

10. Given the sound of a truck, tractor, car, cement mixer, vacuum cleaner,
etc., and asked who these sound alike, the child will respond that the
sounds are all made by machines.



11. Giver: the

harmonica
group the

12. Given the
hammer, a
rest, the

13. :liven the
a TV stet

sounds of . guitar, a ukelele, an aut.) harp, a roct)rder, a
and a whistle and asked to group the .ounds, the child will
string instruments together and the wind instruments together.

sound of a typewriter, a ditto machine, an egg beater, a drill,
saw, and a bell and asked which sound is different from the
child will say the bell or the ringing sound,

sound of a popular music radio station and the only on
ion, the child will identify each using hiu own criterion.

14. Given the sound of paper being crumpled, cloth being torn and wood
being split, and asked to identify the sound sources, the child will
identify sources.

Makes general temporal comparisons of a slow/fast, before/after, long/short,
a lot of sounds/a few sounds; e.g.:

15. ,_liven a recolding of "Yankee Doodle" (or another song played in fast
tempo) and "A11 Through the Night" (or another song played at a slow
tempo) and askod to march to each record and find out which music goes
faster, the child will respond that "Yankee Doodle" goes faster.

16. Given the sound of a drum playing the rhythm of "Jingle Bells" followed
by a tambourine playing the rhythm of "Jingle Bells" and asked what
played before the tambourine the child will answer that the drum played
before the tambourine,

17. Given the sound of long notes played on a flute and short notes played
on a flute, and asked were some notes longer than others or were all
the notes the same length, the chid will answer that some notes were
longer and/or some notes were shorter.

18. Given the sound of a xylophone playing a lot of notes in 10 seconds
and the sound of a xylophone playing a few motes in 10 seconds and asked
if the amount of notes were the same each time, or were more notes played
one time, the child will respond that there were more notes played the
first ttme and/or less notes were played the second time.

To ..clentify and move to or play with a beat; e.g.:

19. Given the recording of a familiar song and asked to
the child will clap with the beat.

20. Given the recording of a familiar song and asked to
the child will march to the beat.

clap with the beat,

march to the beat,

21. Given the recording of a familiar song and asked to play a drum (tambourine,
sticks, etc.) to the beat, the child will play with the beat.



Reproduces simple rhythmic patterns; e.

22. Given the recording of this kind of Lapped rhythm /4 1474/0/41:47
and asked to join the recordivig. the child will reproduce the pattern
with the recording.

23. Given the recording of this kind clapped rhythm heard 3 times

II: j 17 a :aft and asked to continue the rhythm after the
recording stops, the child will be a, le tn repcoduce. the pattern.

24. Given the recording these kinds of clapped rhythms heard once, but
with the same beat and tempo, and asked to echo the rhythms, the child
will be able to echo the patterns and keep the beat going.

d 4(i
4/7 se7 etc.

To analyze oral forms into constituent parts; e.g.:

5. Given a familiar song ("Are You Sleeping') with repeated parts and asked
if any parts are sung more than once, the child will respond that "Are
You Sleeping," and/or "Brother .3ohn." and/or 'Morning Bells are Ringing,"
etc. is sung two times.

26. Given a familiar song with repear
Water," "Mary had a Little Lamb,"
etc., and asked which lines are
respond correctly.

,Jed lines or phrases like "wade in the
'Thal is the- Way We Wash CM.14: Clothes,"

sung nore than once, the child will

27. Given a familiar song with chorus and verses and asked if one part is
sung more than the others, the child will respond that the chorus is
sung more tines or that the chorus is rung after each verse.

28. Given a recording of Mozart's "LittIe Star Variations" (*Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star") and asked to clap his hands each time he hears the end of
the song, the chile will clap his hal-Ads at the end of each variation.

29. Given a recording of Mozart's Variations oo ,winkle Little Star,"
and asked if the song sounded the sane each time or did the song sound
different some times, the child will respond that the song sc.inded different
some times and/or explLin the differences fit was slower one or it
had more notes one time, or it was loud one time, etc.).

To identify and distinguish tones; e.g.:

30. Given a piano and asked which notes are high-pitched like a girl's voice,
the child will respond teat these fthe ones oc the right) are high.

31. Given a piano and asked which notes are low-pitched like a man's voice,
the child will respond that these '.he ones ce the left) are 'Iwo.

12
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Performance Statement: (Size)

3. The child verbally contrasts and compares objects according to size,
big, little, large, small, tall, short; long, short are priority
items. Optional are: fat, skinny; wide, narrow; broad, narrow;
thick, thin.

Criterion:

3.a Given two objects that differ in some element of size, the child
can tell how they differ in size. (contrasting)

Sammie Activity Items:

Show child two unit blocks differing in length, say: "Tell me
how these are different."

Show child picture of two cars, identical except for size, say:
"Tell me how these are different."

(Other items should test other elements of size.)

3.b Given two objects that are identical in some element of size, the
child can tell how they are the same. (comparing)

Sample Activity Item:

Show child frou blocks, two of which are identical in size. Ask,
"How are these two blocks the same?"

NOTE: It is very difficult to elicit language this precise
from young children. On the first Sample Activity Item
of crtierion 3.a, the child may say, "This block is big
and that one is little." Such a statement is not wrong,
only less precise than, "This block is longer than that
one."

Comments: (Size)

Note that the sequence matching, recognition, and labeling is used.

Y

Care should be taken to make sure that the examples given for each element
of size are correct. Tall and short are concerned with vertical comparisons.
Long and short are concerned with horizontal compariions. Big and little,
large and small are concerned with all dimensions of an object, or with
changes in one plane. Big and little refer to overall dimensions, as do fat
and skinny. Tall, long, short, thick, thin, etc., refer to specific dimensions.

In teaching, be sure that size differentiations are easily discernible. The
children should not need a micrometer to tell which item is taller than the
other.

11



Be sure that language is used the way we ordinarily use it. E.g., if three
objects are displayed at the same time,

we don't say little, big, bigger, we would say little, middle sized, and big.

Many times two or more descriptive terms apply to the same object, and
although it isn't stated as a goal, it should probably be worked in to
provide for flexible thinking.. For example, unit blocks: the double-unit
is longer than the half unit and is also bigger.

Examples:

NI, little; large, small

Home: Big serving of food, little serving; big book, little book; big,
little cookie, bubble, etc.

Man Made Environment; Big airplane, little airplane; big car, little car;
houses of varying sizes.

Natural Environment: Big dog, little dog; big flower, little flower; big
fish, little fish

School; Rings on color cone; big and little pen.:4,10 and crayons; big piece
of paper, little piece of paper

Tall, short

Home: Adults, children; older children, younger children, toddlers

Man Made Environment: Tall building, short building; tall telephone pole,
short telephone pole

Natural Environment: Tall trees, short trees; giraffe, hippopotamus

School: Teacher, children; block buildings of varying heights

Long, short

Home: Long piece of spaghetti, short piece; string, ladder, feet, legs,
long string of bubble gum

Man Made Environment: Long truck, short truck; long bridge, short bridge

Natural Environment: Cucumbers; vines; carrots of differing length

School: Long pencil, short pencil; long line, short line (crayon or chalk
drawing), string of beads

16
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The performance statement recommends these relatively simple dimensions of
size. Careful evaluation may show that six year olds are able to learn the
other elements (broad, narrow, etc.), with no difficulty. In this case,
they should be taught. Probably they can.

Performance Statement: (Shape)

4. The child can match the following plane or solid geometric shapes:

Plane; circle, triangle, rectangle (including special case of square),
diamond, semi-circle or half-circle

Solid: ball or sphere. Optional: cube, cylinder, pyramid

NOTE: "Round" is a special case. It should be taught, but by itself,
not as opposite of square. It includes both plane and solid
examples. Will be included in descriptive terms rather than
shapes.

Criterion:

4.a Given a group of three or more objects or figures, two of which
are identical in shape, the child can match them according to shape.

Sample Activity Items:

Two squares, a rectangle, and diamond. "Find the two that match,
or are the same shape."

Three circles of differing sizes and colors, two squares of
differing sizes and colors. "Put together those that match,
or are the same shape."

NOTE: Testing of solids should be with objects.

Performance Statement: (Shape)

5. The child can select the following objects or figures according to verbal
directions.

Plane: circle, triangle, rectangle (including the special case of square),
diamond, semi-circle

Solid: ball or sphere, cube

Criterion;

5.a Given a verbal direction to select a particular shape from a grouping
of objects or figures, the child can do so.

Sample Activity Items:

Point to the circle.
Hand me the triangle.
Find a square on this paper.
Hand me a cube.

13



Performance Statement: (Shape)

6. The chil6 can correctly label the following geometric shapes.

Plane: circle, triangle, rectangle (including the special case of

square), diamond, semi-circle

Solid: ball or sphere, cube

Criterion:

6.a Given a grouping of objects or figures of various geometric shapes,
the child can say the names as requested.

Sample Activity Items:

Tell me the name of this shape.
What is this shape called?

Comments: (Shape)

It is assumed that most people of adult age "know" these common geometric
forms. In reality, there is much confusion. All the specifics are too

lengthy to be mentioned here. But whoever is developing curriculum should
make sure they understand all the terms and the relationship of solids to
plane shapes. Watch that the "specific instances" given to build the concept
are representative of all different kinds of circles, squares, etc.

410 is a circle

0 is a circle

0 is a circle

LEI is a circle

Give negative space examples as well as positive, e.g., the doughnut hole as

well as the doughnut.

Whenever appropriate, bring out the relationship of the solid to the plane,
such as that of the cube to the square.

Note that it is not necessary to define these terms to the children. Build

the concept through many specific instances linked with language.

Examples:

Home: Pancakes, cookies, plates, pieces of pie, slice of bread, cheese, light
switch, light fixture, top rim of cup, table, book, magazine, ball of string
or yarn, etc.

Man Made Environment: Wheels, windows on buildings, spaces between bridge

girders, signs

Natural Environment: Fruit, flowers

18
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School: Blocks, table tops, puzzles, tricycle wheels, wagon wheels

Performance Statement: (Color)

NOTE: It is recommended that basic and secondary colors, plus brown, black
end white, be emphasized. Commonly used tints and shades may be
included if desired, such as pink and gray.

7. The child can match pure colors, shades, and tints of colors.

Criterion:

7.a Given objects or pictures of a variety of colors, and shades and
tints of colors, the child can match the objects or pictures to a
sample of the same color.

Sample Activity Items:

Give child a box of different colored cubes, teacher holds up
sample of each color in turn, says, "Find a cube the same color
as this one."

Give child array of paint samples, teacher holds up sample, says,
"Find another card the same color as this one."

Performance Statement: (Color)

8. The child will select colors according to a verbal direction.

Criterion:

8.a Given objects or pictures of varying colors, the child will select
them following a verbal direction.

Sank. Activity Items:

Point to the orange crayon.
Hand me the blue car.
Show me something black.

Performance Statement: (Color)

9. The child can name the color of objects or pictures.

Criterion:

9.a Given a colored object or picture, the chid will name the color
correctly.

Sample Activity Items:

What color is this crayon?
Tell me the color of this ball.
What color is this apple?

lr
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COMMIet.tS:

Start witn 1-...stnquishable colors, and don `t try to do too many in tooshort a pert. Ex.tt:.cs can be left for an older age. The decision will haveto be made v%-tner any direct tee..:hing of color will be done via T.V. If there13 distz.rt;,:.n f colors or if most people have black and white sets, it mightbe better t: reatriot teaching to home visitors and mobile classrooms.

Perfcrmah:e Etatemer;t: (Letters)

NUTE :t remmendec that presentation and evaluation focus upon a limitedset .f letters, those most frequently used in beginning reading.

The tan nat.= identical letters.

10.a a gro--ptng of three or more letters, two of which are
the child selects the two that are "exactly alike."

-le Azt..vity Items:

given four wooden letters, two of which are identical,
an.d :.nstr.4ted, "Find the two that are exactly alike," (or "haveme $,te shape").

;;.ven five letter cards (one letter on each card), two
are identical, and instructed, "Find the two that are

for "have the same shape").

erf;rmante Etzten; (Letters)

A. a 7ne on.l.d tan :t letters according to a verbal direction.

4..a -4ver a vertal label for a letter, the child can select the letter
roupinq of letters.

_:.7.:.it:( item:

"

*-.temik.,::%t: (Letters)

.ierna label letters.

a irinted letter. the child can say the name of that letter.

ActIv:.ty item:

Tell me tne name c tnis letter.



Performance Statement; (Letters)

13. be child can snatch simple words.

Criterion:

13.a '..4ven a group.ng of three or more words, two of which are
Identical, the child selects the two that are "exactly alike."

Ztiles is given four cards, a word on each card. TWO words are
identical. Tester says, "Find the words that are exactly alike."

COments: LI,e7_ters)

Beth wiper and lower case manuscript letters should be used. In the "matching"
step, other farms might be used, so that the child begins to learn that there
are many ways to form one letter. However, diverse forms should not be used
4n the recoqr ion step.

A have to be made as to what to call the capitalized and non-
capitazed form. I would recommend. against just "big" and "little." "Capital"
and "small' are wldely used in schools; sometimes "capital" and "lower case" are
used. Either would 1-,robably be O.K.

Although the chid can learn both forms separately or together, some effort
should be made to make sure that he can associate the capital and lower case
forms with eeeh other and with the label.

Exameles: ,etters1

Home: Leters on cereal boxes, other food items; T.V. commercials; newspapers,
aa4az.nes, booes, mail

man made Enviroement: Signs, commercials, highways, etc., letters on vehicles;
aallbomes, beildings, and so forth

Schoo:: Child's name, other children's names; signs on equipment and school;
blocks and magazines; letters on equipment and supplies; boxes of food used in
cook.ing activittes

In matchine words, try to select those that the child would have high interest
In. and ones that he would know the meanings of. Although naming the word is
not necessary for visual matching, it is natural to do so, and the child might
as well ir.:Aow what It means.

Additieeal Performance Statements:

14. ,7Aivert a series of blocks and an equally numbered series of boxes, and
asked to put the blocks in the boxes by size, the child will put the
largest block in the largest box, etc.

17



15. Given an assortment of rounds, and a board with an equal number of
holes, the child will put the rounds in the hole by size.

0 0
lb. Given a label which has a series of blocks represented on it, and the

series of blocks and asked to match the blocks to the label, the child
will put the blocks in the series according to size.

17. Given an assortment of three blue paper triangles, three blue paper
circles, and three blue paper squares, and asked to put them in groups,
the child will put the circles together, the triangles together, and the
squares together, and when asked why he grouped them that way, he will
describe them by shape, i.e., these are all circles.

18. Given a geometric shape box and the shapes for it, the child will put
the shapes in the box according to the correct stvApe.

22
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. ven a paper label with pictorial representationF of the geometric
shapes and the geometric shapes. and asked to put the shapes in the
order of the label, the child will match the shapes to the label.

20. Given small paper labels in shape form, and the corresponding shapes,
the child will put the labels on the correct shape.

21. liven a parquetry puzzle and a pattern, the child will construct the
puzzle according to the pattern.

22. Liven paper cut-outs of a hammer, screw-driver, saw, and C-clamp, the
child will match the tools to the paper cut-outs by shape.

. ;i.ven paper shapes of objects from the classroom or home which the child
is familiar with, the child will find the objects and identify them with
the corresponding shapes.

24. Given a parquetry puzzle and pattern with colors, the child will construct
the pattern using color as the attribute for matching.

25. Given a colored piece of paper and asked to find something in the room
which is the same color, the child will find an object of the same color.

26. Given a verbal request to find something of a given color, the child will
find an object which is that color.

27. Given a label which has colored pictorial representations of colored blocks
on it, and asked to match the blocks to the label, the child will match the
blocks color.

26. When given an assortment of crayons and several identical cups with colored
paper on them and asked to put the crayons in the cups, the child will put
the (blue) crayons in the cup with blue paper on it, etc.

. When given a paper letter "T" and an assortment of other paper letters
including other "Ts" and asked to find another "T", the child will locate
the other "Ts" and put them with the first "T".

30. Gwen a card with the word "door" on it, and asked to find the labeled
object in the room which has that word on it, the child will find a
labeled door.

31. Given a card with the word "boy" on it, and asked to find that word on a
page in a book, the child will find the word "boy" on the page.



CATEGORY I: CLASSIFICATION

D. Competency: Ability to Discriminate by Touch (4)

General Goal: The child ca:: use the kinesthetic-tactile sense to distinguish
temperature, shapes, familiar objects, and textures.

Performance Statement: (Temperature)

1. Tne child can say whether the ambient temperature, liquids, solid:3 or
surfaces of objects are hot, cold; warm, cool.

Criterion:

1.a Given an r.ppropriate substance to describe, the child can tell
whether it is hot or cold.

alBOAA,711211X.21411:

Joe's mother fixed him something special to drink on a summer day.
She put some ice in a big glass of water, just like I'm doing. You
feel the water and tell me whethQr it is hot or cold.

1.b Given an appropriate substance to describe, the child can tell
whether it is warm or cool.

Sample Activity Items:

Tell me whether this piece of metal is warm or cool.
Is it warm or cool in this room?

Performance Statement: (Shapes)

2. By feeling, the child can distinguish objects shaped like a circle,
square, rectangle, triangle, and diamond by matching, recognition, and
labeling.

Criterion:

2.a Given an object which he can feel but not see, the child can select
an object of the same shape from a set of other objects.

San21Likctivim:

Child closes eyes, holds triangle in one hand, reaches into a bag
or box to select another object the same shape.

2.b Given a group of shapes which he can feel but not see, the child
can select a shape following a verbal direction.

2ft! 4



Stele Jctiviy Items:

Put your hand in this bag and pull out a circle.

Using "coordination board"--with pieces removed to leave cut
out circles, rectangles, triangles, squareschild correctly
responds to, "Close your eyes and find the squares on this
board."

2 c Given a shape which he can feel but not see, the child can name
the shape.

Sample Activity Item:

Tester has child close eyes, places a shape in his hands. "Tell
me the name of the shape you have in your hand."

Comments: (Shapes)

As in working with distinguishing shapes by sight, make sure that there are
a wide variety of "specific instances" to enable the child to generalize.
For example, in working with the concept "circle," - I might use a ring
from a color cone, a rigid round bracelet, a wheel Jut a toy car, a card-
board circle, and so forth.

There are a number of ways one can go about teaching shape, (or size) recog-nition using the kinesthetic--tactile senses an opaque "feel" bag, a box
into which the child can put his hand but can't see into, a blindfold on the
child, a screen which he reaches around, and so forth.

In selecting items to use, be sure the distinctive features can be felt. Afelt or lightweight paper square would be very difficult to distinguish by
touch.

Examples:

Home: Spool, plastic cup, different shaped cookie cutter, small cardboard
box.

School: Puzzle pieces of desired shapes, small book, rings from color cone,
blocks of all types and shapes

Performance Statement: (Familiar objects)

3. By feeling, the child can distinguish familiar objects by matching,
recognition, and labeling.

Criterion:

3.8 Given a familiar object which he can feel but not see, the child
can select an identical object from a set of other objects.



&ankle Activity Item;

Child feels familiar object in an opaqs* beg, selects an identical
object from a group of objects it another opaque bag.

3.b Given a group of familiar Objects which he axe feel but not see,
the child can select a familiar object following a verbal direction.

Sample Activity Items:

Put your hand in this bag and find a
Put your hand in this bag and find something rcu oar. drink out of.
Put your hand in this bag and find a pencil.

3.c Given a familiar object which he can feel but can't see, the child
can name the object or tell its function.

Sample Activity Items:

Tester hands child an opmve bag with on* familiar object in it,
child reaches into bag, and without looking identifies the object.

"Those are scissors."
"That's a spoon."
"You draw pictures with it."

Comment's; (Familiar objects)

Be sure to use objects small enough and distinctive enough that the child candistinguish them by shape. The child sbould be familiar with the object, butif he doesn't know the name, these games are an excellent way to help him learn.

Make a game out of the "no look.:,.::" to keep the learning situation light andnon-thr(*Atening. Children are so used to looking to find cut somerhIllg thatthey just naturally try to do so. Mak* sure the items will not crush, assometimes the "feeling" gets vigorous.

Examples;

Home; Toy truck or car; pencil, crayon; sponge; rubber band, spoon, fork, popbottle opener

Natural Environment; Rocks, sticks, seashells, plze =ones, nuts, acorns,and so forth

School: Blunt scissors, chalk, eraser, small blocks, beads, paper towel, anysmall toy, plastic cup or glass, and AO forth.
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14. Given a piece of coarse sand paper and a piece of plastic and asked
which is smooth, the child will respond that the plastic is smooth.

15. Given a dry plate and a wet soapy plate, and asked which is slippery,
the child will select the soapy plate.

16. Given a piece of cotton cloth and a piece of burlap, and asked which is
roughest, the child will select the burlap.

17. Given a piece of fine sand paper and a piece of medium sand paper and
asked which is roughest, the child will select the medium.

18. Given a piece of construction paper and a piece of tissue paper and
asked which is the softest, the child will select the tissue paper.

19. Given a piece of foam rubber and apiece of hard rubber and asked which
is soft, the child will select the foam rubber.

20. Given a piece of plasticine clay at room temperature, and one piece
which has been worked, and asked which is hard, the eiild will select
the piece at room temperature.

21. Given an unpolished rock and a polished rock and asked which is smooth,
the child will select the polished rock. -

22. riven a bowl of warm water and a bowl of hot water and asked which one is
best for washing hangs and why, the child will select the warm bowl and
say the other is too hot.

. Given a glass of cold milk and a glass of chilled milk and asked which
is the coolest, the child will select the cold milk.

24. Given a quarter from the pocket and one at room temperature, and asked
which is the warmest, the child will select the one from the pocket.

General Comments:

Note that the entire sequence of matching, recognition, and labeling is not
suggested here. It could be done at home and school, but is probably not
necessary. Most six year olds know hot and cold, and probably warm and cool.
They may not say them at the appropriate time. Also, whether a given "thing"
is hot or cold, warm or cool may be highly subjective. The soup that is too
hot for one person may be "just right" or cold to another.

In teaching about "hot," make sure that the child is not inadvertently encouraged
to touch or taste something that could burn him.

Examples:

Home: Air temperature; food and drink; water for bathing; ice; oven; lighted
incandescent bulb



Man Made Environment: Metal 'n a car on a hot or cold day; car seat on a hot
day; sidewalk on a hot day; fire

Natural Environment: Cool water in stream or lake; cool mud; snow; rain; ice;
sunshine; shade

School: Air temperature; food and drink: cooking activities; water for washing;,
water for water play; metal slide on a hot day



CATEGORY I: CLASSIFICATION

E. Competency: Ability to Sort (5)

General Goal: The child can sort objects or pictures of objects according
to familiar qualities, functions, or relationships, and
label, describe, or give a verbal explanation. He can also
sort appropriate objects in more than one way.

Performance Statement: (Qualities or Attributes)

1. The child can sort objects or pictures of objects Atvording to qualities
or attributes as designated. (e.g., Put all the red blocks in this box.)

Criterion:

1.a Given a group (array, set) of objects or pictures which can be
sorted according to qualities or attributes known to the child
and a verbal instruction of how to sort, the child can do so.

Sample Activity Items:

Put all the red (big, hard, metal, square, etc.) things in this
box.

More difficult--Sort these things according to color (size, shape,
what they are made of, hardness, etc.).

Performance Statement: (Qualities or Attributes)

2. The child can sort objects or pictures of objects according to qualities
or attributes which he perceives. (e.g., Child is given group of objects
which can be sorted according to qualities. He decides how to sort.)
(Don't ask child to sort on basis of "stripes" unless he has been taught
what "stripes" are.)

Criterion:

2.a Given a group (array, set) of objects or pictures of objects which
can be sorted only according to qualities or attributes, the child
can sort according to qualities or attributes which he perceives
and sets.

Sample Activity Item:

Put these things in different piles the way you think they ought
to go.

Performance Statements (Functions)

3. The child can sort objects or pictures of objects according to functions
as designed (e.g., Thing* we eat with, toys, furniture).

27



Criterion:

3.0 Given a group of objects or pictures which can be sorted accordingto function, and a verbal instruction of how to sort, the child cando so.

Sample Activity Items:

Put all the things we can eat (wear, ride in, play with, read, etc.)in this box.

Put all the things we wear on our feet in this box, things we wearon our heads in this box, and things we wear on our hands in this
box (indicating boxes).

Put all the tools in this box, vehicles in this box, arid toys inthis box.

Put all these objects in different piles according to what we dowith them.

Performance Statement: (Functions)

4. The child can sort objects or pictures of objects according to functionswhich he perceives and sets.

Criterion:

4.a Given a group of objects or pictures which can be sorted accordingto functional qualities, the child sorts according to categories
which he perceives and sets.

Sample Activity Item:

We use these things in different ways. Put these things in piles
(or in the boxes) the way you think they ought to go.

NOTE: Every effort should be made to eliminate confounding elements
of color, size, etc., but it is easily possible that the child
will port on another basis from the one anticipated. This
should not be counted wrong if it is a legitimate sort.

Performance Statement: (Other Categories)

5. The child can sort objects or pictures of objects according to familiarcategories as designated (food, fruit, animals, children, grown-ups, etc.).

Criterion:

5.a Given a group of objects or pictures of objects which can be sorted
according to familiar categories, the child sorts as designated.

32
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Sample Activity Item:

Put all the cars in this box, all the boats in this box, and all
the airplanes in this box.

Performance Statement; (Other categories)

6. The child can sort objects or pictures of objects according to categories
which he perceives and sets.

Criterion:

6.a Given a group of objects or pictures of objects which can be
sorted according to familiar categories, the child can sort

_according to categories which he perceives and sets.

Sample Activity Item:

Put these things in different piles the way you think they ought
to go.

NOTE: The child may perceive other ways of sorting than the
intended categories. This should not be wrong if it
is a legitimate sort.

Comments: (Including or Excluding)

Fairly standard ww, of working toward concept of, a group. Watch that the
child's ideas of w, 4t "goes with" are respected. Ask, "why?" He may have
a perfectly logical reason which you may not have perceived.

On both of these criteria, it is a good idea to go ahead and say why the
object "goes with" or "does not belong." This gives an excellent opportunity
to reinforce the concepts and categories used.

"They are el the same size."
"You eat them all."
"These are circles and this is a triangle; they are not the same size."

Start with observable bases (size; shape; color; stripes; dots; right-side-up,
up side down, etc.), then proceed to familiar categories (food, vehicles, fur-
niture, beverages, etc.).

Comments: (Time)

Care will need to be taken that the events selected will be familiar to the
children, also, that the time sequence of events is logical. Many of the
pictures used in commercial "sequencing" activities are ambiguous. For example,
one can't tell whether the picture showing someone carrying dishes is settingthe table or clearing the table. Also, many times there is no set order for the
events shown; they can just as well happen one way as another.

29



Use first,' 'last,' "next," and so forth so that the children can learn
the meaning of those words in this context. Working with children, one gets
the Impresston that the don't know these terms, rather than not actually
knowing the order of events.

Examples:

home: Each fantl
washing, dressing,
really have be

s ,in,tque way of ordering

eating, getting ready to
'"-ne within each family);

routines of waking, getting up,
go to school, etc. (This will
food preparation.

as Made Environment: sequence of starting car or pickup, and driving off;
school bus comng, stopping, picking up children, driving off; trip to store

Natural Environnent: Plant growth; leaf growth and fall (trees)

School: Each school's unique way or ordering events, perhaps of getting
ready for snacks or group time, food preparation (jello, popcorn); painting
(put on apron, paint, change paper, paint again, take off paper, wash hands,
take off apron, etc.se sequence most of the local teachers use.).

Comments: (Cider in a group)

This is a relatively difficult item, involving far more complex cognitive
processes than sinple seriation by size, or even number of a group. The step
from being able to count four or five objects to knowing "fourth" or "fifth"
is a large one. Before the child can do this task, some direct teaching of
'first,' "second,' *third," etc., will need to be done.

Also, it is s...3ggested that the complicating factor of having to figure out
"third from the :eft," or "second from the right," commonly used in adult
directions, not be used unless you are absolutely sure the children have
fully grasped :eft and right. Few six year olds have. The child can get
the idea of ordinal r.-.2mber simply by using "third from this end" or "this
side" or "front.'

If "front" and "back' are used, the objects or pictures must clearly have
"front" and "back" tn the order.

Examples:

Home; People at table: finger plays, songs; objects in counting books;
people in pictures in newspaper, magazine

Man made Environment: Cars lined up waiting for a stop light; trucks lined
up waiting for grave: or o :'; mailboxes lined up at R.F.D. stop

Natural Environment: Animals lined up at a feed trough; rows in garden; lined
up rocks, shells, cores, etc.

School; Children sitting at table; fingers in songs and fingerplays ("The
first little pgmpisin";, counting books.

34
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Pe orasnat Statement: (Explaining)

?he child can give a verbal explanation for the sorts he makes.

Criterion:

7.a Eavirig sorted a group of objects, the child can label the groups.
give descriptions, or otherwisA give a verbal explanation for
sorting the way he did.

Per rmar.ce Statement: (Sorting in More Than One Way)

i. 9-a atilt oat sort a group of objects or pictures of objects in more
than one way -isits his own criteria for sorting.

:;iv n a gro;:p of

in More than one
beginning from a

objects or pictures of objects which can be sorted
way, the child can sort at least two (2) ways
mixed array.

SaaipIe Activity Item:

`Sart ttese things any way you want to." After child sorts, tester
21.1X4S array, says "Now see if you can sort them into different piles,"or, 'Co it another way."

00°.7T: This is difficult to evaluate, because the children sometimes
interpret the "different" in interesting ways; e.g., they may
.4se the same basis for sorting, but put the piles in different
laces. maybe another direction could be devised.

Performatre Statement: (Sorting in More Than One Way)

5. The child ca..: include or exclude objects in or from a group on a logical
basis.

Criterion:

,liven three objects that define the basis of a group, the child can
select another that "goes with" them, on observable or familiar
categories basis.

Samiple Activity Item:

Piot=e of three foods, child selects a fourth from pictures of
food, a vehicle, a toy.

%lien four objects, one of which does not "go with" or belong
with the others on observable or familiar categories basis, the
child can select the one to exclude.

00
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§19042.aaiWY Item:

Three circles, one triangle. "Which one of these shapes doesn't
belong in this group?"

Comments: (Sorting in More Than One Way)

The best way to select an array that lends itself to sorting it more than
one way is to try it out yourself and see how many "sorts' you can find.
Use different kinds of combs--black, white; long, short; fine tooth, wide
tooth; rounded edge, squared edge, for example. Have enough of each that
the child can see they form a group, but not always the same number. Chil-
dren quickly get the idea (falIe) that groups should be approximately trace
:Ame size, and won't form 2 groups with, say, 10 in one group and 4 in the
other.

Examples;

Items have to be fairly carefully selected. Buttons, seashells, selected
combs, toothbrushes, array of pencils, etc. are some examples.

Additional Performance Statements:

10. Given a set of assorted objects and asked to sort the objects, the
child will sort by color.

11. Given a set of assorted objects including a crayon, a pencil, a pen, and
a marker, and asked to sort the objects, the child will sort the above
into one group because they can be used tc draw/write.

12. Given a set of assorted plastic, wooden, and metal objects, and asked
to put the things together which are made of the same thing, the child
will sort the objects into three groups by constitution.

13. Given an assortment of objects found in specific areas in the environment,
and asked to sort them according to where they can be found in the class-
room, i.e., block area, house area, construction area, the child will sort
the objects according to location.

14. Given a set of objects including a saw, scissors, knife, and shears, and
asked to sort the objects into groups by uses, the child will sort the
objects into groups, one of which will contain the above, which will all
"cut" things.

15. Given an assortment of objects including a hammer, a nail, a screwdriver,
and a saw, and asked to sort the objects by their function, the child will
sort the above into a group because they all "build."

16. Given an assortment of objects including pieces from a jigsaw puzzle,
pieces from a wooden puzzle, and pieces from a body parts puzzle, and
asked to sort the objects into groups by function and the child will
put all the above in one group, as they are all puzzle pieces.



17. Gwen an assortment of objects including a fork, knife, spoon, teaspoon)ladle, turner, and serving spoon, and asked to sort the objects into
groups by function, the child will sort the above into one group because
they are all used with food.

Ifs. Given an assortment of objects including beans, peas, candy, milk, andwater, and asked to sort by function, the child will sort the above into
one group, as they are all eaten or drunk.

1. Liven an assortment of materials including a bottle of glue, a bottle of
paste, a roll of scotch tape, a roll of masking tape, and a bottle of
rubber cement, and asked to sort the objects by use, and the child willsort the above into one group as they all fasten or "stick" things to-gether.

2:. Given any set of objects and asked to sort the objects into groupsbecause of the ways they are alike, and to describe his rationale forthe groups the child will describe his groups and the similarities
which they possess.

NOTE: Always ask why these are in this group and what we could call this
group, and the child will label the group, i.e. all red things, softthings, rough things.

5eneral Comments:

The ability to organize the multitude of objects the child encounters in hisworld is basic to his intellectual growth and understanding. He needs to beable to sort and classify both on bases set by someone else, and on bases thathe himself perceives and sets. In the past, too much stress has been put onthe former, and not enough on the latter. The performance statements formulatedabove are only examples of the more common way children can be expected to sortby age six. There are others.

Sorting is a process, and it is that which the child must learn. It helps himif he can sort according to commonly accepted categories, but once he "catchesor." to the process, the sophistication of the basis on which he can sort is afunction of knowledge--intellect--age.
For example, the average person speaksof trucks, sometimes pickups, and "semis." The trucker or interested personwould talk about pickups, stake trucks, cattle trucks, "hot mix" trucks, cementmixers, moving vans, etc.

at is recommended that two (2) approaches to this process be taught, one conver-gent (do it this way), the other divergent (do it the way you see it). :`heselection of materials helps this process. The child can hardly be expected tobe very creative about sorting cubes all the same size, with different colors.

To encourage the child to look at material and use his own creativity in sorting,unstructured material seems to help. Examples -- leaves, evergreen cones, nuts(no peanuts) , shells, rocks, etc.



Giving a label to the groups he has sorted or otherwise why he sorted the way
he did is not essential to the process, but does enhance communication skills,
and informal observation that indicates that descriptive language can enhance
precision of the sort.

In giving directions to the child to sort on a given basis, be sure he knows
the concept or concepts used--e.g., it is easier to respond correctly to "Put
the big cubes here and the little cubes there" than "Sort these according tosize."

Examples:

Homez Socks, silverware, buttons (Mama's button box on a rainy day), food,
categories of food (fruit, vegetables, etc.), furniture, things that "belong"
in different rooms, tools, clothes

Man Made Environment: Vehicles of various kinds, different kinds of stores,construction and mining equipment

Natural Environment: Leaves, trees, flowers, plants, rocks, shells, seeds,
animals, birds, fish

School: Blocks, cubes, boys, girls, toys, things we could draw a picture with.

38
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CATEGORY I: CLASSIFICATION

F. Competency: Ability to Ordinate (6)

General Goal: The child can order on the basis of size, number, time,
and position.

Performance Statement:

1. The child can order objects according to the size *.

Criterion:

1.a Given the largest and smallest of four to six objects graduated
in size, the child can place the intermediate objects in proper
order.

Sample Activity Items

Six cut out oranges, ordered according to size. Place the largest
and smallest and tell the child to put the others, in order of size,
in between.

1.b Given the longest and shortest of four to six objects graduated
in length, the child can place the intermediate objects in proper
order.

Sample Activity Item:

Five sticks, varying in diameter, ordered in length. Place the
longest and shortest stick and tell the child to put the others,
in order of length, in between.

1.c Given four to six objects graduated in six*, the child can order
them according to size. (more difficult)

Sample Activity Item:

Five colored plastic eggs or clay balls. Tell child to put them
in order, with the largest at one end, the smallest at the other,
and the others in between.

NOTE: Other elements of size may be used, and different numbers
of objects. Size differences should be easily perceived.
If balls of clay are used, the descriptive wording may be
"most" and "least."
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Comments1

This competency is the classical Paget striation task. Curriculum writers
should become familiar with the literature oo this if they are not already.
The problem which confronts the child is not so moon discrimination, at
least by sight, as it is grasping or constructing the concept. Use objects
which clearly display the concept.

Examples:

Home; Food, tumblers, sticks of candy. people

Man Made Environment: Houses, CAZS# trucksImom.
Natural Environment; Trees, Flowers, eninals, gloss, shells, cones

School; Blocks, clay balls, food, different size obairs. children

Performance Statement:

2. The child can order groups of objects acoording to to number in the
group.

Criterion:

2.a Given four to six sets of ob'ects not exc....teeing ten in number,
with the sets containing the mast and fevest ct;ects in place,
the child can place the intermediate objects in proper order.

SamQle Activity Item:

Boxes of crayons, or pictures of boxes of crayoes on cards, with
number of crayons in the box varying free two to eight. Crayons
should be partially out of the box for easy counting. Place the
boxes with the most and fewest in place and tell the child to
put the others in between according to the =umber of crayons in
the box.

Comments:

This is more difficult than the above, because purely visual comparison of
space occupied will not result in correct ordination. 7he child must either
count or have sight recognition of ob)ects in the group. One could make it
more difficult by varying the rise of the objests.

Note the use of the term "fewest" which
discrete elements.

Examples:

Home: Buttons on plastic saucers or
coasters, and so forth
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15. Given a set of six cups and a set of eighteen marbles and asked to put
the marbles in the cups so that all the marbles are in the cups and all
the cups have an equal number of marbles in them and the child will put
one marble in each cup and repeat the process until the above is accom-
plished.

16. Given a set of toy trucks or cars and a set of toy people, and asked to
put one person in each car/truck, the child will match the people to the
cars one to one.

17. Given a string with three beads on it and asked to find the bead in the
middle, the child will locate the middle bead.

18. Given a string of beads and asked to locate the bead on the left end, and
the child will locate the bead on the left end. (Right end.)

19. Given a stack of blocks, one red, one blue, and one green, and asked
which block is on top, the child will locate the block on top.

20. Given a stack of blocks, one red, one blue, and one green, and asked
which block is on the bottom, the child will locate the block on the bottom.

21. Given a set of doll house furniture including a table, a vase, and a stool,
where the stool is under the table and the vase above the table, and asked
to locate the object under the table, the child will locate the stool.

22. Given the above set of objects, where the stool is under the table and the
vase is above the table, and asked to locate the object above the table,
the child will locate the vase.

23. Given the above set of objects, where the stool is under the table, and the
vase is above the table, and asked to locate the object between the stool
and the vase, the child will locate the table.

24. Given the above set of objects, where the stool is beside the table and
the vase is on the table, and asked to locate the object below the vase
and beside the stool, the child will locate the table.

25. Given a puzzle and asked to assemble it the child will assemble the pieces
in proper formation.

26. Given a car/truck with the wheels off and asked to replace the wheels, the
child will replace the wheels in the proper location.

27. Given a complete puzzle (body parts) and an identical one missing one piece,
and asked what is the missing piece, the child will describe the part.

28. Given an incomplete body puzzle, and then asked to assemble the puzzle,
the child will assemble the puzzle correctly and describe the missing parts.

29. Given a pictorial representation of a set of figures and those and more
figures, and asked to make the set of figures, the child will make the set
of figures, and put the extras aside.
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30. Given a set of seven blocks and an assortment of plastic people, and asked
to make a set of people which has the same number of pieces an the set of
blocks, the child will wake a set of seven people.

31. Given a set of seven blocks and a set of four blocks and extra blocks, and
asked to make the small set the same as the large set, the child will put
three blocks with the four blocks and equalize the sets.

32. Given a set of six blocks and a set of three blocks, and asked to make
both sets the same as the small set, the child will remove three blocks
from the set of six.

33. Given a set of four blocks, a set of three blocks, and a set of five
blocks, and asked to make the sets the same, the child will take one block
from the set of five and put it in the set of three.

34. Given a set of no blocks and a set of one block and asked to make the sets
the same, the child will be unable to make the sets equal by emptying the
set of one.
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CATEGORY I: CLASSIFICATION

G. Competency: Ability to Conserve (7)

General Goal: The child can compare and contrast number and quantity;
the child can conserve number and quantity. (Some children
may be unable to do the latter.)

Performance Statement:

1. The child can match objects one-to-one with and without physical
correspondence. (Conservation of number.)

Criterion:

1.a Given two groups of objects, the child can physically place them
in one-to-one correspondence.

Sample Activity Item:

Six little bowls or cups, ten plastic spoons. Tell child, each
of these bowls needs a spoon beside it, like this, (place spoon).
Put one spoon beside each bowl.

1.b Given two groups of objects, the child can establish one-to-one
correspondence without physical matching.

SamRle Activity Items:

Bowls and spoons as above. Establish correspondence, than spread
bowls out, bunch spoons up. Ask child: "Now are there more bowls,
or more spoons, or are they just the same?"

Here is a picture of some children waiting for a glass of milk for
a snack. Here are some glasses. Put out one glass for each child. Or,

Here is a picture of some children waiting for a glass of milk for a
snack. How many glasses will we need to give each child one? (Mental
operation, no glasses.)

Performance Statement:

2. The child can compare continuous quantities of substances.

Criterion:

2.a Given examples of substances of unequal mass, the child can identify
which has more and which has less.



Sample Activity Item:

With child, maks two balls of clay, plasticene, or dough, one
large and one small. Ask child: "Which ball has more clay in
it? Which ball has less?"

2.b Given examples of substances equal and unequal in mass, the
child can identify those which have the same amount.

Sample Activity Item:

With child, make several balls of clay, plasticene, or dough,
with at least two being the same size. Tell child: "Find the
balls that have the same amount of clay in them. When child
has identified these, then roll one into a long roll, and ask
child: "What about them now? Do they still have the same
amount of clay, or does one have more?"

NOTE: Many children may still be non-conservers at age 6.

2.c Given liquid of varying amount in containers identical in size
and shape, the child can identify which container has more in it,
which has less.

Sample Activity Items

Clear plastic beverage glasses, one full, one half full. Ask
child: "Which glass has more water in it? Which has less?"

2.d Given liquid of varying and equal amount in containers identical
in size and shape, the child can identify the containers which
have the same amount in them.

Sample Activity Item:

Four clear plastic beverage glasses, two with identical amount
of water, 1 with more, 1 with less, 1 clear plastic container,
flat and wide, such as sandwich box. Tell child: "Find the
glasses that have the same amount
has identified these, pour liquid
container. Ask child: "Now what
same amount of water, or is there

of water in them." When child
from one into the flat and wide
about them? Is there still the
more or less?"

NOTE: At age 6 many children cannot conserve quantity of liquid.

Additional Performance Statements:

3. Given a set of six horses and eight people, and asked to put one rider
with each horse, the child will sort the horses from the people and match
one to one.
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4. Given two equal balls of clay, and asked which is more or if they are
the same, the child will describe them as the same.

NOTE: When one ball of clay is rolled out like a snake and the
child asked if they are the same or if one has more, the
child will say the one like a snake has more

5. Given two identical cups, filled with blue liquid (one), and green liquid
(one), and asked to make them have equal the child will make them equal
in volume.

NOTE: When one container is poured into a differently shaped
container, preferably tall and thin, and the child asked
if they are the same or if one has more, the child will
respond by saying the tall container has more.

General Comments:

Conservatio also a classical Piaget task, and anyone working with this
item should be thoroughly familiar with Piaget's and his students' work.
Celia Lavatelli or Millie Almy are good references.

Most people will agree that six year olds are in a transitional period with
respect to conservation. Some may be able to do it, others not; still others
may be inconsistent.

The role of language in this is disputed. Teaching the necessary terminology
"wider and shorter," "taller and skinnier," and so forth, probably will not
guarantee conservation, but as long as the child is still able to think only
in the global terms of "big and little," it is unlikely that he will be able
to make the finer mental comparisons to conserve mass and volume.

Note that in referring to continuous quantities, such as clay, sand, water,
milk, rice, etc., that the terms "more" and "less" are used. In referring
to discontinuous quantities, such as spoons, glasses, or anything that is
being counted, the terms "more" and "fewer" are used.

Probably the best teaching method for young children is one that works gradually
with this idea. For example, working with dough, mother or teacher may say,
"I've got this dough in a ball; now I'm going to punch it out flat, then roll it
into that same ball again." Or, let children pour rice, sand, or water into
widely varying containers. Compare the containers.

The one-to-one correspondence is fairly standard. Just make sure the idea of
starting at the left doesn't get mixed in.

Examples:

Home: continuous--sand, water, milk, juice, soup, gravy, rice, dough, mashed
potatoes, mud, etc. Discontinuous--buttons, table service, ice cream cones,
lollipops, etc.



Man Mad* Environment; Truck driver for each truck

Natural Environment; Animals (a collar for each dog), a person standing
under .:ash tree

School; See homeadd all little toys, clay, plasticene, play dough, etc.
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alawicaa I: CLASSIFICATION

H. Competency: Ability to Measure (8)

General Goal: The child can use a variety of terms and methods related
to the measurement of discrete and continuous quantities.

Per °mance Statement: Measurement of Discrete Elements by Counting)

1. The child can count correctly a group of objects up to and includingtan.

Criterion:

1.a Given a group of ten or fewer objects the child can count the
ob,,ects correctly.

Sample Activity Items:

Now many cars are in this box?
Count the apples in this picture.

)Pbltivog the process of counting is relatively simple, there are some guides
for presentation, and some pitfalls to be avoided.

The terms *count* and 'haw many" which are essential to the child's being able
to perform the counting operation, may not be known by some of the children.
They should be used in association with the process whenever possible.

TOT eXaS17p..*:

I wonder haw many children are here today.
Let's count to see. You count with me.
Bow many spoons are on the table now?
Get five more.

There is a tendency for counting to be done left to right, as reading is done.Although ch.ildren do a better job of counting objects if they have a systematic
way to do it. it doesn't matter what the system is. In fact, the learning isbetter if the child can count regardless of placement (see Piaget). So show
counting taking place from left to right, right to left, in circle, in atriangle, etc. Also with objects spaced far apart as well as close together.

in addition, it seems to help to show the child a way to keep track of what hehas counted: such as pointing to each object in turn as he says the number (dothis with him) , or moving each object slightly aside as he counts.

49
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The only way a child can '.earn to count is by listening to someone count, and
by counting. He does need to know the counting series (just counting), but
does not need to learn it separately from learning to count things. The two
things can be leavted together. There is a time for 'just counting." It is
especially helpful when you get above 20 or so.

For T.V., you don't have to show a person counting. Animation or mechanical
means could move objects onto, off of, or around on screen while voice is
counting.

Select, whenever possible, rhymes and songs that count things, rather than the
ones that just count, such as "one, two, buckle my shoe."

To get the child counting on his own, when you think he may know how, get hi
started, then quit counting with him. If he makes a mistake, co in again with
him until ne is on the right track. When he has learned to count to ten, help
him learn to count higher.

Examples;

home: Count fingers, toes, other parts of child's body; count people in home;
count steps up to porch

man Made Environment; Count mailboxes on way to town (difficult); count tires
on car: count objects being loaded onto barge; vehicles at store

Natural Environment; Pick up sticks in yard, count; count trees in yard, rocks,
petals on a flovr.

School: Count children present; count blocks in tower, beads on string, raisins
f-)r snack ("How many raisins do you want?")

Performance statement: (Time)

. The child can distinguish time relationships comprehending and using a
variety of terms as appropriate.

A long (1,.mger) time
A short (shorter) time
Yesterday, today, tomorrow
Early, late
Before, after

Criterion;

2.a Given two sustained sounds of varying lengths, the child can identify
the sounds held a long time and a short time.

sample Activity Item:

Play recording of several examples of longer and shorter sustained
sounds (such as train whistle, car horn, organ notes, hum, or several
examples of just one of these) for child to listen to. Play second
time, ask him to identify sounds held a long time. Play third tire
for child to identify sounds held a short time.

30
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2.b Given a request to tell something that happened during a specific
time period (before lunch, yesterday, early this morning), the
child can do so.

Sample Activity Item:

Tell me something you lid yesterday. What did you do just before
lunch today?

Comments:

Most relationships are very relative, and many children have only a hazy
notion of what is meant.

Some are fairly clearcut, such as "before" and "after," "yesterday,* "today,and *tomorrow." As with so many other ideas, the best way to help the childto grasp them is to use them in a way that makes the meaning clear. "Before
you go outside, put on your coat." Many amusing T.V. sequences -could be
worked out using these time concepts, with a "straight man" routine.

The terms minute, hour, day, week, year, etc., have not been included in a
competency, nor has "telling time" with a clock. These are very abstract notions,in spite of the fact that the calendar is frequently taught in kindergarten. Ifit is felt they should be taught, they should be in another section of thiscompetency.

zamples:

Home: Routines that occur in a set order or at
to help the child grasp some of these notions.
only the words given here, but others. " .

"in a minute," etc.

a certain time are the best way
The words must be used. Not
in a little while," "shortly,*

man Made Environment: Road building, construction ("What did they do yesterday?""It takes a long time to build a road.")

Natural Environment; Order of natural events. "The sun comes up early in themorning." "It rained yesterday." "Maybe tomorrow it will warm up."

School: Routines -- before group times, after group time; last week we . .;yesterday we . . . "You'll go home late this afternoon." Also ms specific
to length a sound is held, or a noise is made; "That siren blew a long time."

Performance Statement* (Weight)

3. The child can distinguish heavy and light objects by heft.

Criterion:

3.a Given two objects easily characterized as heavy or light in weight,
the child can heft them and say which is heavy, whiub is light.

r
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Sample Activity Items:

A brick, a light cardboard box.
A heavy book, a light book.
A big, heavy rock, a plastic bowl.
Which one is heavy? Which one is light?

Comments:

Make sure items are easily distinguished by weight, and that judgment doesn't
enter in. Also, make sure the term "light" or "light.in weight" is used. The
tendency is to use "heavy" and "not as heavy," so the child learns that, but
not "light." (Same thing holds for "more" as opposed to "less" or "few.")

Also, remember that things that are heavy for one person may not be so heavy
for another. A young boy grunting and groaning to lift something will some-
times insist, "It's not heavy for mel" Items do not have to be taught asopposites.

Examples;

Home: Heavy: big rock, brick, loaded suitcase, bag of heavy groceries; light,
feather, leaf, loaf of bread, plastic bowl, flower

Manmade Environment: Heavli big machinery, T.V. set, refrigerator; light:
plastic bottle, kleenex tissue

Natural Environment: Heavy: rocks, big dog

Schools Heavy; load of blocks, plank or walking board, big book, heavy rock;light: sheet of paper, light box, plastic toys, dry sponge, bubble, pumice,
flower

Performance Statement: (Distance)

4. The child can distinguish distances with these relative terms: far, near,
a long way away, close by, next to, or other appropriate colloquial terms.

Criterion:

4.a Given a picture with familiar objects placed varying distances
from a particular point, the child can identify which ones are
far away, near, close, and so forth.

:Ample Activity Item:

use picture of a child in a typical Appalachian setting, with
familiar objects located varying distances away. Tell child:
"Find something in this'picture that is far away from the girl,
(near, close, etc.)."



Comments:

These terms are relatiiie terms, and should not be taught as absolutes. It is
best to start with an actual situation rather than a static picture, if at all
possible. Many of these terms can be used interchangeably, so it is best not
to focus on one right answer, as with "near," "close," "close to," "next to,"
"nigh," "close by," etc.

Examples:

Home; "I'll sit here close to you while we read."

Man Made Environments Airplanes. far away, close by; trucks, cars; machinery
can be far away or close by

Natural Environment: Far away mountain or hill, nearby mountain or hill, tree.
stream, trail, etc.

School: Child next to one; child farther away; something near the door of the
school, something else far away across the play yard.

Performance Statement: (Associating Measurement Instrument with Typical Function)

5. The child associates familiar measuring instruments with the substance or
object to be measured.

5.a Given a substance or object to be measured, the child can select
an appropriate measuring instrument.

Sample Activity Items;

Show child ruler, tape meas.:re. measuring cup or pitcher. Ask:
"Which of these would be best to use to measure the right amount
of water to go in Jello?"

Show child yardstick, measuring spoon, bathroom scale. Iksk; "Which
one of these would be best to use to find out how tall you are?"

(NOTE: If child selects item other than yardstick, ask him to show
you how he would use it. He might have figured out how to
find out he was "15 measuring spoons" tall -- a legitimate
unit of measure.)

Also, ask: "Which one of these would be best to use to find out how
much you weigh?"

Comments:

This could be 19trz amusingly done on television, as well as done in a "straight"
way. Watch that you don't close in too tightly on single uses. Most contemporary
math stresses flexible thinking about measurement, often having children use non-
standard units to foster this notion. For example, something might be 4) "Jane-
hands" wide. Remember the old barometer story.
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Examples;

Homes measuring spoon,
T-square

Man Made Environment:
scales at store

cup, bathroom scale, tap* measzre, carpenter's rule.

Odometer, speedometer on car, altimeter .n airplane;

School: Ruler, yardstick, doctor's
water or paint

Performance Statement: (Money)

scale, measuring cup. jar for measuring

6. The child can identify coins and one dollar bills.

Criterion:

6.a Given an array of coins and a one dollar bill, the child
identify them by recognition or labeling.

Sample Activity Items:

Recognition - Rand me a dime.
Point to the quarter.

Labeling - What is the name of this coin?
What do we call this bill?

(NOTE: Colloquial expressions Should be eccepced.)

Performance Statement; (Money)

can

7. The child can identify the relative value of coins and one dollar bills.

Criterion:

7.a Given a choice of two denominations of ores or a dollar bill, the
child can tell which is greater value.

Sample Activity Item:

Can you buy more popcorn with this quarter or with this nickel?

Comments:

Note that this item
ten pennies to make
should be used, not

Examples;

stresses identification and relative value, not *it takes
a dime." Identification is the most important. Real coins
cardboard or drawings on paper.

Opportunities are so numerous that rit-, speci.ics need be mentioned. In home
visitor programs, or school, one of the best ways to teach these items is by
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CATEGORY It CLASSIFICATION

I. Competency: Ability to Denote Spatial Relationships (9)

General Goal: The child can identify relative location, direction of
motion, and his own right and left hands.

Performance Statement:

1. The child can identify the relative location of an object in space,
understanding and using such terms as:

In, out; into, out of
Inside, outside
Over, under
On (top of), under (neath)

In front of, beside, behind (or in back of)
On, off
Between
Next to, beside, at the side of, by
Front, back, side
Top, bottom
First, next, last

Criterion:

1.a Given objects or pictures of objects in a variety of locations, the
child can follow a direction to select one in a specific location.

Sample Activity Items:

Point to the pickup that is in front of the gas station.
Show me the pickup that is beside the gas pumps.

1.b Given objects or pictures of objects in a variety of locations, the
child can say the location.

Sample Activity Items:

Where is the blue car? (In front of the house: in the yard.)
Where is the pickup? (On the bridge.)

MOTE: There is frequently more than one way to express a given
relationship. Usually one is as "right" as the other.
Also, when asked, "Where is . .," some children have a
tendency to say "Right there," pointing to the.object.
Some guidance may be needed until they catch on to what
is wanted. A choice question helps - "Is the car in the
yard or on the road?"

5'7
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Performance Statement:

2. The child can identify the direction of motion of objects, people, or
animals, understanding and using the following terms.

Coming up (going up)
Coming down (going down)
Away from
Toward
Around
To, from, sideways
Forward, backward
Across
Through

Criterion:

2.a Given real situations or pictures showing direction of motion, the
child can follow a direction to select one.

Sample Activity Item;

Which picture shows a girl going up the front steps?
Point to the car that's going away from the store.

2.b Given a real situation or a picture showing direction of motion-
the child can say the direction.

Sample Activity Item:

Which way is the airplane going?
Which way is the dog going?
Which way am I walking?

Comments:

The same considerations and cautions apply to these ideas as to the relative
location. Be especially careful in the use of pictures. It is not always
easy to infer direction of motion from a still picture.

Examples:

Home: Coming or going to eat, bathroom, outside to play, ladders, through thedoor

Man Made Environment: Escalator, elevator, airplane, car, truck, boat, acrossa bridge or highway

Natural Environment: Birds, dogs, cats, other pets; going around a mud puddle

School; Swings, tricycles, bicycles; coming to snacks, going to snacks; goingthrough the tunnel; around a table
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Performance Statement:

3. The child can identify his right or left hand, as directed.

Criterion:

3.a Given a verbal direction to hold up his right or left hand, the
child can do so.

Sample Activity Item:

Hold up your right hand.

Comments:

Right and left are very abstract concepts which we frequently expect children
to learn quite early. Because of the reading process, much stress is often
placed on "left to right orientation," or "left to right progression." Exactly
what that means for teaching is not clear. Actually, the child does not have to
know left or right for reading. He does have to know that you start on "that
side," and read "that way."

One can teach left hand, right hand. It may well be that teaching one of those
is sufficient. If a child really, knows one, he can figure out the other.

Don't face the child and expect him to make the transfer from your position to
his. That is asking too much! Many adults can't do that.

Examples:

Home and School: Dressing, building--anything where hands are used gives an
opportunity to talk about right and left.

Additional Performance Statements:

4. Given the directions to describe the location of the "clock," the child will
use words such as "on," "over," "above," to tell of the clock's location.

5. Given the location of an object in the room, e.g., the box under the shelves
which are beside the door, and asked to get the box, the child will get the
box.

6. Given a ball and asked to roll it away from himself, the child will roll the
ball away.

7. Given a ball rolling toward the child and asked to tell where the ball is
rolling, the child will say the ball is rolling toward himself.

8. Given a helium-filled balloon tied to a string, and asked to describe how
the balloon is moving as you let it rise slowly, the child will say it is
going up.
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9. Given a helium-filled balloon tied to a string and asked to describe how
the balloon is moving as you pull it down slowly, the child will say it is
going down.

10. Given a small table, a place setting of a plate, silverware, cups and
saucer, and a life-sized picture of a place setting, the child will be
able to set the table corresponding to the picture.

11. Given a second place setting and asked to set another place (without the
picture) across the table, the child will place silverware opposite that
of the first setting (i.e. right and left will be reversed).

General Comments:

The cautions on this come in several forms.

1. Most of us use these terms without thinking too much about them. Careful
clarification in writers' and teachers' minds is absolutely essential. For
example, top and bottom are sometimes determined by position, sometimes not
(as in the top of your head, top and bottom of a page of print, etc.).

2. There is usually more than one way to express a given relationship. Especially
when children are talking about a relationship, be careful not to label it
"wrong" wi'ilout careful consideration.

3. Make sure the examples used do not distort standard usage. Always ask, "Is
this the way we'd say it?"

4. A wide variety of situations should be used to build flexible and complete
concepts. This can be done by emphasizing one particular relationship;

"Mark is beside Ruth."
"Mark is beside the bookshelf."
"Put the orange chair beside the white one."
"The ball is beside the box."

Or, by emphasizing the variety of locations in which a person or object can
be;

"John, stand beside Mary."
behind Mary.
in front of Mary.
between Mary and George.

A caution; when children are asked to say "where," they frequently just point.
If this happens, try saying "Tell me . . . .," then try a "choice" question,
"Is the car in front of the house or beside the house?"

Examples;

Anything can be used, as almost everything is located in relationship to something
else. Just make sure the examples are clear, and preferably interesting.



CATEGORY: CLASSIFICATION

eneral Activities

I. ACTIVITY: Setting the table

Provide the child with enough placemats or paper substitutes,
forks, spoons, or other eating utensils, and plates or bowls
to set the table for each person who will be eating the meal.

Ask the child to set the table so that each person will
have the same things to eat on and with. If only two people
are going to eat, a doll might be used to represent another
person and to increase the number of objects involved.

If several varieties or sizes of silverware are being used,
ask the child to match the sizes of the silverware to the
sizes of the people who will be eating.

QUESTIONS:

A. Do you think all of the places are set the same?

B. How can we find out if everyone has something to eat
with?

C. Who do you think should have the largest spoon (fork)?
Why do you think that?

D. Who do you think should have the smallest spoon (fork)?
Why do you think that?

2. ACTIVITY: Organizing for storage

After a meal is completed, including washing and drying
of the dishes and utensils, ask the child to put the things
which are alike together so that they can be put away.

QUESTIONS:

A. Why aid you put these together?

B. Is there another way to put these together? How?

C. How are these things alike?

D. Do you think this could go in any other group?
Why? Which one? Why not?



NOTE;

This activity can be facilitated if containers are provided
for each group <f silverware. Possible storage containers
include: milk cartons, processed cheese boxes, drawers with
dividers, shelves with dividers, oatmeal boxes, or tin cans.

3. ACTIVITY: Organizing a trainer

Remove all the silverware from the place in which it is
stored. If dividers are not already present, provide boxes
or cans or other divisions so that each variety can be separated.
Place the silverware on a table where the child will have room
to move It around and divide it into groups.

Ask the child to put those things which are alike together.
After the chi 14 has divided the silverware into groups, ask him
to put the groups back into the drawer so that the longest
things will be on one side and the shortest on the other.
(longest to Shortest).

QUESTIONS:

Why did you put all of these together?

b. ;era do you think this group is different than this
group?

C. Which one of the groups do you think has the longest
thlogs In It?

D. Can you put these things back in the drawer so that
the group with the longest things in it will be on
one side and the shortest on the other side?

E. dow do you know that these are the longest?

F. How do you know that these are the shortest?

G. If these are the longest and these are the shortest,
what can we call this group that is between the longest
and the shortest'?



4. ACTIVITY: Ordering dishes by size

"Ammowe the dishes used most often from the cupboard or
storage area. Ask the chlld to put the dishes in groups so
that all of the dishes which are alike are together. Then ask
tae cmilo to put the group which is largest on one side and make
tape row from the largest to the smallest. After the child
'.as completed this task, aak him to put the dishes back in
storage so that the largest will be on one side and the smallest
cc the other.

2CE.TT:XS:

A. Which group do you think is the largest? Why do you
think tnat?

B. How can Y.1, find out what the next largest group is?

C. How can we put the dishes away so that the largest
group is here and the smallest group here?

5. AZTrir:7Y: Predicting and ordering activity

Before you begin to set the table for a meal, ask the
child to predict what you will put on the table first, second,
tsird, etc.

After tZet cn Id has given the order as he thinks it is,
ask his to d the setting, as he suggested.

2CiESTI OTAS

A. What do you think goes on the table next?

B. What do you think we could do to make the way we put
the dishes on easier?

C. What do you think would happen if we put the dishes
on and then put the table cloth on?



CATEGORY II: COMMUNICATION

A. Competency: Ability to recognize the social
functions of language (10)

General Goal: The child recognizes the social function of language and
can use it in social inte:actions.

Performance Statement:

1. The child can use language to promote and facilitate social interactions.

Criterion:

1.a Given a familiar social problem, the child suggests using language
as a way to solve it.

Sample Activity Items:

Here is a picture of a little girl watching the other children
play with blocks. It looks like she wants to play. What could
she do? Among the possible solutions should be: "Tell the other
kids she wants to play," or "Ask if she can play," or something
of that sort.

Here is a picture of a boy having juice at school. He has drunk
all his juice, and wants more, but the teacher doesn't notice.
What could he do? Among the possible solutions should be, "Tell
her he wants more," or "Ask if he can have some more."

Additional Performance Statements

NOTE: Six year old children are rarely able to make abstractions about
the use of language. Observations can be made on their use of
language in different situations, but not in their "realizations."

2. Given a picture of a situation where one child has fallen and cut his
knee and another child is standing beside him, and asked if the standing
child should yell at the one who is hurt, the child will respond 'no"
and/or "he should tell him to get a bandaid," etc.

3. Given a picture of a situation where one child appears to be in the path,
of an oncoming truck while another child is watching, and asked if the
child who is watching should yell loudly or explain quietly what might
happen, the child will respond that he should yell loudly.

4. Given a picture of a situation where two very young children are fighting
over a wagon while a six year old looks on, and asked what the six year
old could say to the two fighting children, the child will give A suggestion.
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S. :;even large blocks and small blocks and asked to describe the differences,
the child will respond that these are large or big) and these are small
tor little).

6. Given a group of six hand puppets representing people of different ag^s
races, occupations and asked to find some that are the same in some way,
the child will respond that the doctor and nurse are alike because they
both work in hospitals, or the boy and the old man are alike because they
are both men, or the brother and sister are alike because they are both
children, etc.

7. Given pictures of faces showing various expressions and asked to group
that by how they think the people are feeling, the child will group certain
pictures together and explain why.

.3eneral Comments

The of using language to promote and facilitate social interactions is
eldom taught directly. It is just assumed that if the child understands

ans.i ..ses language he will "naturally" be able to use it in social interactions.
:hts may or may not happen. Judging from the amount of miscommunication in
the world today, it is worth a try at teaching. There are lots of items for
i,rogramming, but measurement of learning is almost certain to be a problem.

The social functions of language for young children extend fax beyond the
ones frequently taught, s.-11 as listening politely, not interrupting, and
saying "Please" and "Thank you." In fact, the last two are so overworked
and tinged with moralistic overtones, it is doubtful if they should be
taught except by example.

Some of the social functions for young children are:

Sharing feelingl: "Sherri and I like each other."
Sharing ideas: "Lets make a pickup with the blocks, and pretend to
.70 to town."

Conveying needs: "I need to go to the bathroom."
Conveying wants: "I want some more potatoes."

3iving directions: "You pick up that end."
.riving orders: "Stop that:"

providing information: "Look: There comes Joe."
vetting attention: "Mother!"-"Mr. Clark:"--"Hey!"

:ttaining assistance and help: "I'm stuck: Come help me."
Asking permission: "Mom, can we play down by the mailbox?"

conversing: Talking back and forth.
Achieving social contact: "I'm Elaine. Car. I play?"

Rejecting overtures: "Go away. I'm busy."
Avoiding problems: "I don't want to sit by her. She bothers me."
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Annoying others: "Jerry is a sissy. Jerry is a sissy!!"
To help play games: "Alice, alIse outs in free!"
"On your mark, get set, 251!!"

Receiving all 6dral above communications through listening is included.

Note that we seldom help children with many of these. For example, weall need to know how to reject overtures or suggestions that we don't
want to respond to. Shouldn't we learn how to do so in a socially
acceptable way without feeling guilty?

Frequently, young children don't realize what a valuable tool language
is. "Tell me what you want." "Tell him." "Listen, she is trying totell you something." "Just say, 'George, X don't want to play now.'
He'll understand." etc. Emphasis should not be on form, but on substance.

Examples

Home: At the table, conveying wants and needs; gaining attention;
sharing feelings and ideas; obtaining help, asking permission, etc.

School; Conversing; achieving social contact; playing games; rejecting
overtures; asking permission, etc.



CATEGORY II: COMMUNICATION

B. Competency: Ability to Label (11)

General Goal: The child can comprehend and use the names of "things" in
his environment, and gives evidence of realization that
most things have names.

Performance Statement:

1. The child gives evidence of realization that most "things" (objects,
people, feeling, actions, etc.) have names.

Criterion:

1.a When presented with "something" previously unknown, child asks
"What's this?" What's that?" or a similar question.

Sample Activity items:

Interesting, but unnameable, construction pulled out of tester's
kit and placed on table.

"Thing" drawn by tester on paper.

Pictures of unknown animal-like creatures in a picture book. Child
asks, "What's that?" or similar question.

NOTE: This performance is almost an attitude, and is closely tied
with curiosity and problem-solving behavior.

Performance Statement:

2. The child comprehends and uses the names (either colloquial or standard)
of common objects in his environment.

Criterion:

2.a Given the name, either colloquial or standard, of common objects in
his environment, the child can identify them by pointing, bringing,
touching, drawing, or other action to indicate comprehension.

Sample Activity Items:

Point to the telephone.
Hand me the crayon.
Point to the picture of the lawnmower.
Hand me a balloon.
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NOTE: 0.7.e could set ve%zious criteria ry increasing precision of
label required, e.g., tree: pine tree. maple tree, birch,
etc., or making distincice. between zat, cap, tam, but it
is doubtful if that has mach .: wit.2'. age 6 competency,

although 6's will Z,; it if tteir parents dc!

2.b Given an array of common objects or pictures of oblects from child's
environment, child can label then witt colloquial or standard term.

ESaleLLA.aLaLLILta:

Show ob)ects or pictures. Te l ne he :mss :f these things --
chair, car, pizAup, scissors. hill. nagazine. food items, cup,
saucer, knife, helicopter. et:.

NOTE: Home visitors and teachers should idehtify items Appalachian
children have difficulty nanoc. :rstvactions should con-
centrate on these, as should measurement.

Performance Statement:

3. The child comprehends and uses names e wher colloe:uial or standard)

for familiar actions.

Criterion:

3.a Given the name of a familiar action, the child can identify it by
executing the action, pointing to a picture, -other action to

indicate comprehension.

Sam^le Activity Items:

Show me how you would stir grits.
Show me how you would cut paper.
Point to the picture of tne children pus=- -=x a wagon.
Point to the picture of the children pQlling a wagon.

3.b Given an action or picture of an action. the child can name the
action.

Sample Activity Items:

Tell me what I am doing - nodding :Jean. wiggling nose, hopping,
writing, drawing, and so forth.

Tell me what the people in this picts_re are 5c. sliding down
a slide, swimming, diving. and sc. forth.

NOTE: These items should be ones 4..calachian :hildren have some
opportunity to kncre. bct don't. 4-...c:ording to parents, teachets,

and home visitors.

(For labeling of other things, see ether competenies.)
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CATEGORY II: COMMUNICATION

C. Competency: Ability to Explain (12)

General Goal: The child can give simple explanations for past events,
and future consequences of present action, and respond
to such questions as "what," "why," "how," "who," "when,"
"where."

Performance Statement:

1. The child can give simple explanations for past events.

Criterion:

1.a Given a familiar situation requiring explanation, the child can
formulate a logical explanation.

Sample Activity Item:

Ruthie's dad was very proud of his dogs. He was planning to go
hunting and was keeping them in the yard as they would be home
and ready when he was ready. When he got home, this is what he
saw. What do you suppose happened? (Picture would show dogs
outside fence, running away. Gate open, low fence so they could
have jumped over, leashes or ropes broken or untied, maybe a cat
up a tree outside the fence, etc.)

Performance Statement:

2. The child can give simple explanations for future consequences of present
action, especially that related to physical phenomena.

Criterion:

2.a Given a situation with logical future consequences, thk child can
explain what is likely to happen and why.

Sample Activity Item:

Look at this picture and tell me what you think is likely to
happen next. Why?

Performance Statement:

3. The child can give logical and consistent answers to questions about a
given event.
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CriterLin!

3.a Given a familiar event requiring explanation, the child comprehends
and attempts to answer questions such as "what," "who," "when,"
"how," "where," and "why."

NOTE: All 6 year olds may not be able to formulate logical
explanations. They should, however, be able to respond
to the question "in kind." For example -- a response
to "when" should contain ome reference to time; to "who"
should contain some reference to people, to "why" some
reference to "because."

Sample Activity Item:

Show child a pictured event from which he can infer answers to
the above questions. Through conversation, encourage him to
explain the event, questioning him with the types of questions
mentioned.

Performance Statement:

4. The child can ask appropriate questions to secure more information.

Criterion:

4.a Given incomplete information, the child can ask appropriate
questions to secure more.

Sample Activity Item:

Shown a pictured situation requiring more information for
explanation, the child can ask appropriate questions.

For example, "Mary's mother came in, handed her a bag full
of things, and said, 'Put this away.'" What else does Mary
need to know?

Additional Performance Statements:

5. Given a sink with hot and cold water and asked to explain how to make hot,
cold, and warm water, the child responds by explaining what is done to get
hot, cold, and warm water.

6. Given two telephones and asked what he needs to do in order to use the
telephone to talk to another person, a child will explain some things
that are done while using the telephone.

NOTE: At six years old most children are ego-centric and unable to conceive
of another's point of view. It would be unusual for a six year old
to consider his audience when explaining.
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7. Given a lollipop and asked to suck on it and explain what happens, the
child will respond that the lollipop gets smaller or that the lollipop
melts.

t. Given an experience making and baking bread and asked to explain what
happens after the dough is put in the oven, the child responds that the
dough turns into bread or that the bread bakes or that it turns brown
and gets hard.

9. Given a piece of ice and a cup of warm water and asked to put the ice in
the water, and asked to explain what happens, the child will respond that
it melts.

10. Given a toy truck and an inclined plane and asked to put the truck at the
highest point on the plane then let go and asked to explain what happens,
the child responds by saying it rolls, or it goes down hill.

11. Given a tin can and asked to jump on it with his heel and asked to explain
what happened, the child will respond by saying it got bent or it was
crushed or it got broken.

12. Given a rubber band and asked to make it longer and explain what happens,
the child responds by saying it stretched or it got bigger.

13. Given a glass of milk and a teaspoon of instant cocoa mix and asked to stir
the cocoa into the milk and explain what happens, the child will respond
by saying that they mixed together, or one went into another, (or it made
chocolate milk).

14. Given a field trip experience to a fire station, police station, or post
office, and asked to ask questions of the people working there, the child
responds by asking questions dealing with the specific place, tasks, and
equipment.

15. Given a small closed paper bag with a box of crayons inside and asked to
find out what is inside the bag by asking questions, the child asks questions
uealing with the size, weight, quantity, and attributes of the bag's contents.

16. Given a closed instrument case (violin, autoharp, recorder, or guitar, etc.)
and asked to find out what instrument is inside by asking questions, the
child responds by asking questions about the sound and attributes of the
instrument.

17. Given a story book with a title and pictures covered with paper, and asked
to find out what the story is about, the child responds by asking questions
about typical contents, characters, situations involved in stories.

18. Given some toy money, the statement "I will give you this candy bar for the
money," and shown a candy bar, the child responds by asking, "How much money?"



eneral Comments:

For performance statements l.a and 2.a, there is a possibility that the
child's ability to verbalize, or rather, inability to verbalize fluently
may be involved. It ho can't say the explanations, try giving him a couple
of explanzatxons, one logical and one not, to see if he can recognize a
logical one. Also, on l.a and 2.a, watch that a narrow focus on one or two
"right answers doesn't obscure many other equally logical explanations,
including imaginative ones. Keep examples interesting, and within the
ehild's realm of experience. Both are essential to full attention and use
of language.

Examzles;

Home; "What's going to happen if we pour hot water over the jello?"
Muddy tracks on the floor--"What happened here?"

Man Made Environment: "Firemen around a burned building; "What
happened here?"

Natural Environment: Tree over; "What happened here?" "George was
supposed to water the plants and forgot to for a long, long time.
What do you suppose will happen to them?"

School: "The block building is leaning. What's going to happen?"
"The school bus was late. What happened?"

General Comments;

Performance statements 3.a and 4.a are concerned with answering and asking
questions. A good portion of the learning involved in 3.a is concerned
with the meaning of the words what, who, when, how, where, and why. Who,
when, where and 1w are fairly clear cut. There should be little problem
in teaching them and some amusing, yet informative things could be done,
perhaps similar to the old Abbott and Costello routine of "Who's on first?"
What and why are used somewhat more loosely. In fact, many parents and
teachers ask "why" of children concerning things that no adult knows the
"why" of. Perhaps the best guide would be to use a rather narrow sense of
the two words, bearing in mind the age of the children.

The 4.1 statement concerning the child's ability to ask appropriate questions
is far more difficult, as it requires assessment of the situation, what he
does know, and what he needs to know before he can formulate the question.
Again, some amusing "left in the dark" situations can be developed, to go
through the process of evaluating the state of knowledge so he can ask a
question, then using the appropriate question words.

Some will be difficult, because of children's incomplete knowledge, such as
"when," and "why."



Examples;

Home: Use of these terms in routines and play is the best way to
learn. "What did you have for lunch?" "Who was here for breakfast ?'
"Where are you going?" "Why do you want a pencil?"

Man Made Environment: "How do you suppose they're going to get that
big bulldozer moved?" "What are all these trucks doing here?" "When
does the store open?"

Natural Environment: "What's happening outside?" (bad weather) "What
should we plant in the garden?" "What kind of animal is that?"

school: As above, in home, only different situations. Make up teaching
situations leaving out elements essential to action. Have children
decide what they need to know. Also decide when they have adequate
information.
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CATEGORY II: COMMUNICATION

L. Competency: Ability to Describe (13)

General Goal: 7t p, hiled can describe objects, people, animals, etc. to
otners, selecting salient characteristics to help make
the description meaningful.

Performance

1. The child can use words to describe objects, people, animals, etc. in
terms of attributes, using positive and comparative terms to describe,
rompare, and contrast.

Criterion:

1.a 7,aven something to describe, the child uses attributes or qualities
as one means of description.

NOTE: See Category I: Classification
Competencies C, D, and H.

This criterion and sample item focuses on the spontaneous
expression of many of the items listed in those competencies.
Essentially, it is application, in a new situation, of what
the child already knows.

Samile Activity Item:

A scene familiar and very interesting to the particular group of
ildren nt.ist be used, otherwise full performance will not be

attained. Conversation promoting natural speech should be used,
rather than a simple "Tell me all about this picture." If child
omits an important element, tester can ask about it, to see if
child knows the words on the comprehensive level.

1.b Given two items to compare, the child uses attributes or qualities
of the items to tell, how they are alike.

Sample Activity Item:

Pictures of two girls or two boys, different color and length of
hair, different size, both holding a ball, but different color,
etc. Lay to child: "Tell me how the pictures of these two boys
(girls) are alike."

1.c Given two it to contrast, the child uses attributes or qualities
of the items to tell now they are different.

it)
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le Aztivitv :tem:

iizt..re as ih 1.t above. Say to child: "Tell me how the
-.t...res of these two boys (girls) are different."

eerformance :.3 tatement:

The child can describe or relate events, objects, people, and so
fcrtn, frtJm the ilmsediate past.

:ritericn:

2.a liven an evert from the immediate past, or an object or person
ne has ;ust seen, the child can describe it.

Activity Item:

'This mcraing you went to the store. Tell me what you saw and

Ferfcrmance Statements:

7 ,iven tie statement "Tell me some things that are in your school room,"
the c.ld responds by naming several objects in the classroom.

;i7en the statement "Tell me abi-ut some of the things you keep in your
cf-tty, cr desk, locker, or drawer," the child responds by naming several
ct:ects.

sia tne statement "Tell we the first things your class did this morning,"
the child responds by describing one of the first things the class did that
mcrhih;.

,i-,n two plates, tom-; cups, two knives, two forks, two spoons, and a bag
and asked tc manipulate the objects then put them in a bag, and asked to
recall tne things that he worked with, the child will name several things
he used.

twc plates, two cups, two knives, two forks, and two spoons, and a
oag, and asked to manipulate the objects then put them in the bag, and asked
tc recall what he did with the things, the child will respond by naming a
few tnings he did.

liven a croquet mallet (or other piece of
and asked to describe how tall the object
the child will respond by saying that the
taller tnan his head, etc.

sports equipment of similar type)
is by measuring it against himself,
object is as tall as his waist,

-;iven 5C-Me inch cubes of various colors and asked to describe the colors
cf the c:ibes, the child respomds by naming several colors.

It
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10. given some blocks of various shapes. round, square, rectangle, triangle,
tunnel, etc., and asked to describs the shapes 'f t'se blocks, the shIld
responds by naming the shapes or describing how the blocks are shaped.

U. given several pieces of sand paper of various rouclisiess and asked to
describe the pieces of sand paper, the child responds by dcusrsting co
textural differences.

12. s;tven several pieces of soft, partially hardened and completely hardened
clay, and asked to describe the differences, the child responds by de-
scribing some differences in the clay pieces.

13. Siven a doll and asked to describe its features, the child. responds by
describing some of the dells features.

ly. Siven a toy truck and asked to describe what the parts look like, the child
responds by describing some of the features.

. co.ven tour or five pencils of different lengths and asked to compare the
lengths of the pencils, the child responds by sayiLs this cne is longer,
this one is shorter, or the shortest, etc.

16. .riven four kinds of chocolate ranging from bitter cooking chocolate to
milk chocolate, and asked to describe how each piece tastes, the child
responds by using words like bitter, sweet, sour.

17. Given four or five pieces of cloth, wool, corduroy, cotton, and muslin or
cheesecloth, and asked to describe the differences in cloth, the child
responds by using words like thin, prickley, smooth, thick, rough, see-
through.

:eseral Comments:

Much of this competency has been covered in Classification. Please refer
there. However, there are many other descriptive terms that are appropriate
to use, such as "round" (be sure to include both plane and solid examples of
this), pretty, sweet, yucky; all kinds of personality characteristics, such
as mean, smart, likeable, funny, silly, sleepy, wide awake, grabby, etc.
Jux lanciusge doesn't always fit into neat categories. Use the more con
of these, and try to throw in some typically Appalachian ones. Encourage
perceptive, Individualistic answers.

Because these items focus on some effort must be made to 'elicit
that. It may be that these are most appropriate to home vlsitor and school.

Successful performance of 1.b and l.c will include grasping of concepts
"same, alike, etc." and "different, not alike, not the same" as well as the
ability to express the descriptive words.

Examples:

.6ee Classification. It is very important to keep these Interesting and
intriguing.
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CATEGORY II: COMMUNICATION

E. Competency: Ability to Articulate (14)

General Goal: The child speaks so others can understand him.

Pertormance Statement:

The child pronounces words in his oral vocabulary correctly according
to local custom and age-norms.

Criterion:

I.a In a running or selected sample of the child's speech, articulation
is judged to be appropriate according to age-norms and local custom.

Sample Activity Item:

Use age-appropriate items from articulation test, modified by
local pronunciation patterns.

Performance Statement:

The child speaks audibly.

Criterion:

2.a In normal conversational or classroom setting, the child speaks
so others can hear him.

Sample Activity Item:

In a natural setting, child speaks at acceptable level of loudness,
as judged by speech specialist.

Performance Statement:

3. The child speaks so others can understand what he is saying.

Criterion:

3.a In normal conversational or classroom setting, the child speaks
so others can understand him.

Sample Activity Item:

In a natural setting, child speaks so words "make sense,"--word
order, choice of words, relative clauses, and so forth, judged
by the speech specialist.

It
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Performance Statement:

4. The child speaks when it is appropriate.

Criterion;

4.a When asked a question, engaged in conversation, in need, wanting
to express somethin, and so forth (including "just for fun"), the
child is willing to talk.

Sample Activity Item:

In natural setting, child can answer question he knows the answer
to or engage in conversation. Competence determined by speech
specialist or teacher.

4.b The child refrains from talking at inappropriate times, such as,
when teacher is reading a story or parent is talking to someone
else.

NOTE: The appropriateness of the time and place for speech varies
widely with custom and situation. What parents don't allow,
teachers may encourage, or vice versa. What really needs to
be done is to either strive for consistency or teach child
to "read" situation.

Additional Performance Statements:

5. Given the statement "Name your very favorite foods," the child responds
by naming audibly at least three foods.

6. Given the statement "Tell me how to get to the playground (or outside)
from here," the child responds by giving an audible direction, such as
"out there," or "go through the big doors," or "past the post office," etc.

7. Given a picture full of active children, men, women, and animals, and asked
to describe what is happening, the child responds by eascribing audibly some
action in the picture.

8. Given an experience popping corn, and asked to explain how the corn turns
into popcorn, the child responds by describing audibly some steps involved
in popping corn.

9. Given a plate, pencil, and a large piece of paper and asked to trace around
the plate on the paper, then explain what he did, the child will articulate
the things he used and how he used them.

10. Given a picture of a boat floating in a bathtub, and asked to tell what is
happening in the picture, the child will respond by describing the positions
of the boat and the objects in the picture.



11. Given a gerbil in a gerbil run and asked to describe what the gerbil

can do in the run, the child responds by describing where the gerbil

can move and/or what the gerbil does and eats.

12. Given an eggbeater and time to play with it and asked how it works, the
child will respond by describing how to turn the handles in order to make
the blades go around.

13. Given several crayolis and asked the question, "How many crayons do you
have?", the child will respond by stating or counting a number (not
necessarily the correct number).

14. Given a group of five children around a table, or in a circle on the
floor, and asked to say their names going around the circle, the child
will respond by giving his name when his turn comes.

15. Given a gr-oup of children seated 4round a table or in a circle, and asked
to find some things that are red, yellow, or blue, the child responds by
looking for and naming some red, blue, or yellow things.

16. Given a classroom situation where the children are talking informally,
and asked by the teacher to stop talking, the child responds by not
talking.

17. Given a group situation where children are listening to a story, the child
responds by listening to the story and not talking.

18. Given the question, "Will you tell me about your family, your brothers and
sisters, and your parents?", the child responds by listening to the question
without talking.

19. Given a pack of crayons and asked to name the colors, the child responds
by pronouncing the names of the colors correctly.

20. G4lien blocks of varying size and shape and asked to describe the blocks,
the child responds by pronouncing words correctly as he describes the
blocks.

21. Given the question, "What kind of house do you live in? Tell me about it.",
the child responds by describing his home using correctly pronounced words.

22. Given a puppet of an old man and asked to say "Bring me some coffee" like an
old man would say, the child responds by speaking the phrase using some in-
flection or change of tone.

23. Given some candy to eat and given that the candy is immediately snatched
from the child's hands, the child responds by demanding or asking for his
candy using a voice changed in inflection or tone.

24. Given a picture of two children walking on tiptoes past a dark cave, and
asked how one child would probably call to the other, he responds by demon-
strating a whisper or voice changed in inflection, tone, or volume.
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General Commeltsz

SInce performatn'v stattonts :ta axe it t: oh,Lld's

speech competence, they can really only be tauqtt in faze to face work.
For general guidance, perhaps you could refer to a body of literature on
what linguistic and speech. elements the varims la a~ .cuncultures
have difficulty with, and focus on the critical ones cf tbcse. Note that
it is not at all necessary to change dialect cr reqister to be speaking so
others can understand. A speech specialist se '.five to Appalaoliia can
guide here, and there are many thrkgs a mother, teacher, home visitor can
do without getting into "therapy.'

T.V. might be able to work on the 'too 1z. .." *t.:xt soft* aspect of speech,
and on the appropriateness of when to talk and not to talk. Try to use
realistic, down to earth situations.
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"Positive" emotions should be given at least equal time to the so-call
"negative" ones.

Examples:

Home: Jealousy, surprise, pride, disappointment, exclusion, "belonging,"
"regret, etc., aro commonly experienced and shown, as well as the more
usually stressed emotions.

School: Impatience, pride, pleasure, excitement, being hurt, loneli-
ness, regret, exclusion, etc. are commonly experienced and shown, as
well as more usually stressed emotions.
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CATEGORY II: COMMUNICATION

G. Competency: Ability to Use Non-Verbal Clues (16)

General Goal: The child can comprehend and use typical methods of non-
verbal communication, as culturally appropriate.

Performance Statement:

1. The child recognizes and uses posture, hand and arm gestures, and
facial expressions as modes of communication.

Criterion:

1.a Given a picture illustrating or & demonstration of typical
posture, hand and arm gestures, or facial expressions, the
child gives evidence of understanding their meaning.

Sample Activity Items:

"What does it mean when I make my head go like this?"
Nod head.
Shake head.

"What does it mean when I move my hand like this?"
Beckon with hand.
Wave hand.

"What does it mean when I look like this?"
Frown, look stern.

"What does it mean when I slump down and hang my head, like this?"

1.b Given an idea to communicate non-verbally, the child can do so.

Sample Activity Items:

"Eow could you tell me where something is without using any words?"

"How can you say yes without using any words? . . No?"

"How could you show someone you really liked them without using
any words?"

"How many ways can you tell someone goodbye, without using any
wards ?"

NOTE: Children may use gestures which are not ' ommon." Evaluator
should value originality and creativeness, as well as grasp
of the ordinary.
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Additional Performance Statements:

2. Given a short obstacle course set up with chairs, tables, classroom blocks,
and given time to go through the obstacle course, then asked to pantomime
or act out going through the course, the child responds by pantomiming the
course.

3. Given a jump rope and time to try to jump rope and asked to pantomime
jumping rope, the child responds by pantomiming the act.

4. Given the statement, "Can you act out fixing supper of scrambled eggs
and toast," the child responds by pantomiming the act of cooking and/or
fixing and serving supper.

5. Given a shoelace and some large wooden beads and asked to string four or
five beads, then askel to pantomime beading, the child responds by panto-
miming the act of bedding.

6. Given a drum and asked to play it, then asked to pantomime playing the
drum, the child responds by pantomiming the act of playing the drum.

7. Given a piece of paper and crayons and asked to draw a picture of himself,
the child responds by drawing some parts of his body.

8. Given an experience playing with a drum, and given a piece of paper and
crayon and asked to trace around the drum onto the piece of paper, the
child responds by tracing one part of the instrument.

9. Given a piece of paper and a pencil and asked to write his name or initial,
the child responds by writing his first name or initial of his first name.

10. Given a toy truck to work with and asked to draw a picture of the truck,
the child responds by drawing some parts of the truck.

11. Given a magazine and asked tr find and cut out a picture of a person that
is like the child in some way, the child responds by finding and cutting
out a picture of someone like himself.

12. Given a piece of paper, a paint brush, and paint, and asked to paint a
picture of a flower, kite, boat, or other object, the child responds by
painting a picture of an object.

13. Given several pictures of a clown in the same situation and clothes, but
showing several different postures, and asked if the clown feels the same
in each picture, the child responds by saying no - and/or explaining how he
feels or looks in the different pictures.

14. Given a picture of a child sitting down on a carpet with his back to the
camera, and asked what the child might be doing since he is sitting down,
the child responds by naming something that a child could do sitting down
(reading a book, playing a game, building with blocks, etc.).

.

1
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15. Given the statement, "Can you show me by the way you stand how it feels

to be very, very tired?", the child responds by changing his posture to

express tiredness.

16. Given the statement, "Can you show me by the way you stand how it feels

to stretch when you get up in the morning?", the child responds by changing

his posture to show how he stretches.

17. Given the statement, "Show me how you could say 'I don't know' without

talking," the child responds by shrugging his shoulders.

18. Given the statement "Show me how you could let me know you want some candy

without saying it," the child respondS by gesturing.

19. Given the statement "Show me how you can say goodbye to someone without

talking," the child responds by waving goodbye.

20. Given the statement "Show me how you could tell someone to come with you

without talking," the child responds by motioning for someone to come.

21. Given the statement "Show me what the traffic policeman or the patrol boy

does to stop cars so you can get across the street," the child responds

by showing a halting motion.

NOTE: It may be helpful to use a mirror with the following to insure that

children see a change in their facial expressions.

22. Given the statement "Show me how your face would look if you have just eaten

a piece of lemon or something else you don't like," the child responds by

using a facial gesture.

23. Given the statement "Show me how your face would look if you were surprised

with a big present on your birthday," the child responds by using a facial

gesture.

24. Given the statement "Show me how your face would look if you fell down

and scratched your knee," the child responds by using a facial gesture.

25. Given the statement "Shot, me how you would pose for a picture," the child

responds by smiling or otherwise altering his facial expression.

C.eneral Comments:

Note that the comprehension, then expression sequence is again being used,

this time non-verbally. On recognizing the moods and expressions of their
elders, children are usually better than adults. They "know" what you feel,
even if they can't put it into words. On the ire intellectual level, many
of our non-verbal communications have become like symbols, and the children

can benefit from direct teaching.



Examplea;

Home: Shaking and nodding head, hands on hips, lips compressed,
sh-h-h, goodbye, pointing, kiss, hug, etc.

Man Made Environment: Stop light, railroad crossing, "Mr. Yuk,"
skull and crossbones, international highway signs, brand names,
"Smile" face.

Natural Environment: Dog wagging tail, tail between legs, licking
someone, snarling; cat purring- arching back, fur fluffed, meowing.

School: Hand upraised to stop, finger on lips to signal quiet,
"come here," smile--"that's fine," kiss, hug.

Might be interesting to use some sign language for the deaf.



CATEG.,:diRY: COMMUNICATION

ACTIVITY ONI.

Mac c 4 :Is: somu. that could be done in the kitchen
by various nenbers of the family. After the list is made, ask
the child tc tell wno ne thinks, would be the best parson to
do each band why. Aelp the child pick appropriately.

h. Whc, yo; think oo.ild do this job?

B. Why is ne/she the best person?

Could anyone else do it?

Whc nas tne nest/least ;obs?

2. ACTIVITY: Playing

As the =nil= wtat ne would need for a party and who he
would invite. If the Child has difficulty deciding who to invite,
talk about various people. Role play people interacting with
each other at the party.

A. What is yo.ir name?

b. Where do you come rom?

C. Tell ne arAout your family.

D. What is ys-.ir lob?

3. ACTIVITY: Des-rib:.:- 3 attributes

When several pieces of silverware, several dishes, and
several kinds of 000king equipment are within view of the child,
ask him to pick one -ten from the set and tell you about it.

As4 aim to do this with several of the items from the set
of ob)ects. r-oourage the child to tell you many things about
tne object.
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kfter the hnild has looked at and described the objects,
him t comi.ere two objects. Repeat this with other pairs

f hhjehts.

h. What :eh you tell Le about this?

now .44o you think we could use this?

:an yo- tnik of any other ways we might use this?

this object like this one?

Zan thihk of am other ways they are alike?

F 't-5400w Is this object different than this other one?

,. Are there any other ways that they are different?

:mitatinc action with kitchen tensils, dishes,
, aht hohs

rhvide the child with real dishes, utensils, pots, and
As the child, th pretend that he is making a cake.

hhn.shhw yo=4 how he would use the spoon and the eggbeater,
.* he wch.:d but the batter in the pan, and then how he would
_t the :ake and eat it.

;,omethmes very young children are unable to pretend to make
th:_hs hf oh,:ects and need real objects to demonstrate the action.

:an make this activity harder by showing the child a picture
:Ah2ect and asking him to demonstrate the action, and still

.re fiffic-hlt by given only a verbal cue, e.g. "Show me what you
ith a chh, ah eggbeater."

ych te:i e about what you are doing?

7.=tatir,g the sound of objects

P-rovihe the child with utensils, dishes, pots, aad pans.
.the hhild to nahihthlate and explore the objects by playing

with then. Aak the child if he can make a sound like the sound
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of the spoon scraping on the bowl, the sound the eggbeater makes, etc.

QUESTIONS:

A. Do you think the fork will make a sound when you
tap it on the plate?

B. Can you tell me about the sound the eggbeater makes?

t
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CATEGORY COORDINATION

A. Competency: Ability to Construct (17)

Genera, Goal; The child can use raw materials and tools to construct
representations or objects.

Performanc Statement;

.6 The child can use raw materials and tools to construct representations
or objects.

Tools
Pencils, crayons, scissors,
chalk, hammer, paint brush,
nails, screwdriver, saw, etc.

Criterion:

Raw Materials
Paper, paste, paint, ribbon,
clay, dough, mud, string,
wood, metal, cardboard,
fabrics, scrap items, etc.

l.a Given a limited but varied array of tools and raw materials, the
child can construct something of his own choosing.

Sample Activity Item:

Child is given paper, paste, wood scraps, fabric, scissors, nails,
hammer, and crayons. Say to child: "Here are some things you
can use to make anything you want anyway you want. Show me what
you can do." Assess for ability to use tools, successful manipu-
lation of raw materials both by hands and tools, and imaginative
or realistic construction.

Performance Statement:

2. The child can assess appropriateness of tools and raw materials for a
given construction.

Criterion:

2.a Given a specified construction, the child can select tools and
materials to make it.

Sample Activity Items:

Have array of tools and raw materials, or pictures of tools and
raw materials. Specify construction wanted, and ask child to
choose materials he would use.

What do you need to make a painting?
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What do you need to make a boat?

If child's answer is not what is anticipated, ask him to
show or tell you how he would do it. imaginative answers
should be valued, as well as anticipated ones.

Performance Statement:

3. The child can construct a specified object from tools and materials
made available to him.

Criterion:

3.a Given appropriate tools and materials, the child can construct
a specified object or shape.

Sample Activity Items:

Make a circle and 2 squares out of these plastic pieces.

Make a cube out of this clay.

Here is a hammer, nails, and some pieces of wood. See if you
can make something to sit on.

Use this chalk and chalkboard to draw a man . a face.

Assess for relationship of parts to whole, as well as versimilitude.

Additional Performance Statements:

4. Given a picture puzzle of a man divided into eight body parts and asked
to put the puzzle together to make a man the child will put all the parts
together correctly to mak.: a man.

5. Given six parts of a toy truck and asked to assemble the parts to make a
truck the child will put the parts together correctly to make a truck.

6. Given a paper plate and a box of crayons and asked to make a face the child
will draw two eyes, two ears, two eyebrows, a nose, a mouth, and hair on
the paper plate to make a face.

7. Given an outline of a flower such as a tulip which includes the blossom,
stem and two leaves and paper shapes of the stem, leaves and blossom, the
child will paste the paper shapes on the outline correctly to make a tulip.

S. Given a paper rectangle and four equal strips of paper and asxed to make
a table the child will put the rectangle and strips together correctly to
make a table.



9. Given a choice of wood, newspaper, a brick, cardboard, rubber sheeting

(or a piece of rubber innertube), and asked which material could be

used to make a real house someone could live in the chi'A will respond

by choosing the wood or.the brick.

10. Given a choice of construction paper, a cotton bed sheet, a fuzzy blanket,

a square of oil cloth, and paper towel and asked which material he would

use to make a coat to wear outside when it is snowing the child will re-

spond by choosing the fuzzy blanket or the oil cloth.

11. Given a choice of wood, plastic, paper, rubber, and metal and asked which
material he would use to make a pot to cook with on a real stove the child
will respond by choosing the metal.

12. Given a length of sewing thread, string, rope, picture wire and asked to
make a clothes line for the family washing the child will respond by
making a rope clothes line.

13. Given four boats made of clay, newspaper, cardboard and styrofoam and asked
which boat could be played with in the water the child will respond by

choosing tt,s styrofoam boat.

14. Given a ball of clay and asked to make a cup the child will respond by
molding the clay into the shape of a cup and roll a small piece of clay
into a strip and attach it to the cup for a handle.

15. Given paper, scissors, and paste and asked to make a house the child will
respond by cutting a house shape from the paper and then cut a door and
window out of paper and paste them on the house.

16. Given mosaics and paste and asked to make a picture the child will respond
by pasting the mosaics on the paper in the shape of a house, a man, or a
flower.

17. Given paper, scissors, paste, and crayons and asked to cut some circles
and make a snowman the child will respond by drawing a small, medium, and
large circle on paper, will cut them out, paste them on a sheet of paper,
then use crayons to draw a hat, eyes, nose, mouth and buttons.

18. Given clay and asked to make a man or an aaimal such as a dog, cat, cow or
horse, the child will respond by molding pieces of clay into various parts
and putting them together and include all the parts.

19. Given paper and crayons and asked to draw a man the child will respond by
drawing a man with at least eight parts and will include facial features,
pants and a shirt.

20. Given some blocks and asked to make a house the child will respond by building
four walls, a roof and a doors or, the child will respond by building an out-
line of the house and include two or more rooms with a door leading outside
the house.



21. Given bottle caps, some wood, rails, and a harmer and asked to make a
car, the child will nail two boards together. o on top of the other
and two bottle caps on each side. one Le the front and onA on the back.

22. Given strips of wood, tails, and bacmmer and asked to make an airplane, the
child will use three pieces of wood to make the body, wings, and tail of
the airplane.

23. Given some assorted blocks and paper and aske builc a villase the child
will build three buildings, a bridge and a road.

. Given some tinker toys and plastic discs Arti asked to build a car or a
motorcycle, the child will build a car with four parts and a motorcycle
with four parts.

25. Given a two dimensional paper or wooden circle
and asked to make a circle, the rbild TA=
to make a circle.

into four equal parts
parts together correctly

Given a paper rectangle cut into four equal. and asked to put the strips
together to make a rectangle the child li.11 respond by putting the four parts
together to make a rectangle.

27. Given a set of unit blocks or paper Shapes, squares, rectangles, triangles,
equal to half the square, rectangles bal.' the width of the other rectangle
but the same length and rectangles equal to half the square T.,,,c1 asked to put
the shapes together as any ways as possibl to make a) squares, and b)
rectangles.

a) the child will put two triangles tooetber rN, make a square and
two small rectangles together to make a square.

b) the child will put two squares tngether to make a rectangle
and put two narrow rectangles together -- make a large rectangle.

28. Given a two dimensional circle cut into fotlr strips an outline of the
circle and asked to put the strips togetb, to make a circle within the
outline the child will put the strips toget.her w1.-hin the outline.

General Comments:

Little elaboration is needed here. :ust keep the approach "open," so that the
child's artistic and constructive impulses are not forced into too narrow
channels.

Some interesting and imaginative films co older childran's constructions are
available from ACI Films. They are done by Peter wir%ler and his wife, and
might give some starter ideas.

Examples:

Don't restrict this to traditional art materials. Wham about a stick in the sand
or dirt; water on sidewalk or fence; leaves and sticks to represent something, etc.
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CATEGORY comp:war:los

B. Competency: Ability to Copy t.W.

General Goal: The child can copy symbols, snapes,,,
and movements.

Performance Statement:

. The child can copy symbols, shapes, and simple belienks._

Criterion:

13 Given a visual symbol, spe4 or simple
copy by drawing it.

Sample Activity Items:

Give child crayon and paper. DisE4ay ;zooms tt--o cmg:nem nme ac
a time. Draw this: e.g., circle, X, 14 pecrerm 40:1, 4N4tkj:*
square, etc., exactly like you see it on tide peq.Jer
at it while you work.

Performance Statement:

2. The child can repeat sounds, incl word* =EC

Criterion:

2.a Given a sound, word, or sentence, th e cuiln nu' repev=
as it was made.

Sample ActivitxItems:

I'm going to make some sounds and you repeat tmew mw.
exactly as I make them.

Cat meowing.

NOTE: May wish to ume letter mounts cmilnicat muse
difficulty witt.

Hill, creek.
Pickup, can't.
I like apples.
I want to play.

NOTE: For sentence imitation, it mignt te nest tr
language, local register and cielec. AMOldta
say bebe varied.
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Performance Statement:

3. The child can imitate gestures and movements.

Criterion:

3.a Given a gesture or movement of person through space in a
particular way, the child can imitate it.

Sample Activity Items:

Tell child: "I'm going to do something and I want you to do it
exactly like I do."

(NOTE: Do not face child and attempt to use left and right.)

Blink eyes, hold up three fingers, etc.
Skip, hop, sway, step-slide, swing arms and march, etc.

Performance Statements:

4. Given a picture of a garage and a picture of a store six inches to the
left and asked to draw a line to show the road between the garage ale the
store the child will draw a reasonably straight line from the garage to
the store.

5. Given a rectangle strip of paper 5" x 10" with five lines drawn on it 2"
apart and 4" long and a pair of scissors and asked to cut all the lines
and stopping when the line stops the child will cut 5 lines.

6. Given a 9" x 11" sheet of white paper with eleven black lines drawn hori-
zontally and 9 black lines drawn vertically and five large dots randomly
drawn on the paper end asked to use a crayon and draw a line connecting
all the dots the child will find all the dots on the lined paper and connect
at least four of the dots.

7. Given a length of p.n.:, a straw cut into one-half inch pieces, several one
inch circles with small holes in the middle, blunt needle with large eye
and asked to string a circle and then a straw on the yarn until all the
shapes and straw are used up the child will string all the circles and
straws on the yarn.

B. Given a plastic bottle with a 3 inch opening, five wooden clothes pins and
asked to drop the clothes pins into the bottle holding the hand a foot away
from the bottle opening the child will drop at least 4 of the clothes pins
into the bottle.

9. Given five small blocks, a cardboard box and asked to stand on a line 5 feet
away and toss all the blocks into the box the child will toss at least three
blocks into the box.
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10. Given eight inch cubes and asked to build. a tower that will not fall the
child will build a stable tomer.

11. Given a heavy piece of cardboard two feet long and nine inches wide with
circle, square and triangle cut frt,m it and asked to trace a cIrcle, square
and triangle the child will trace a circle, square, and triangle.

12. Given a wooden circle and a square, paper and crayon and asked to use the
wooden circle and square and make one of each on the paper the ctild wiI1
trace around the circle and square on the paper.

13. Given a circle, square and triangle drawn on a piece of kwier and asked
to draw a circle, square and triangle the child will draw at least two
of the shapes on the paper.

14. Given a length of yarn and a picture of a circle and a square and asked
to make a circle and a square from the yarn the child will fora the yarn
into the shape of a circle and a square.

Given a tape recording of the sound of a siren and asked to make the same
sound the child will vocalize the sound of a siren..

16. Given a model of clapping the hands together to make a It sound and a
model of clapping the hands quietly or softly and asked to imitate the
sounds the child will respond by clapping hands together 3tmd;;;y and quietly.

. Given a picture of a cow, a duck, a cat and the sound of eanh ev.1/141 and
asked too imitate the sound of each animal the child will make the appco-
priate ound5.

16. Given the model of first clapping hands and then stomping feet and asked
to make the sound pattern the child will clap hands and then stomp feet.

19. Given the sound of a clock ticking, the playing of a guitar, and loc**.d to
imitate the two sounds the child will respond by asking a tickino sound
and a guitar playing.

20. Given the action of a ball bouncing and asked to imitate the action the
child will pretend to bounce a ball.

21. Given the action song "I Touch My Head, Shoulders, Xnees, and Itoes.*' and
asked to do the actions modeled in the song the child vial initatAt for
actions.

22. Given the song "Open Them, Shut Them, Give a Little Shake" and asked to
open hands, close hands, shake hands with the song the child will' repeat
the actions correctly with the song.

23. Given a picture of a boy running, jumping and skipping and asked to do what
the boy in the picture is doing the child will respond by running, ring
and skipping.
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AddLtlanal Pertnemance Statements:

Ziwen tive famia. ar objects OA a table when asked to cover eyes while one
is tare e sway and then view the objects on the table and name the objeot
whit was taken away vilI respond by correctly naming the object which
was removed.

4. Gi'ves five unlike o jects to manipulate and asked to find two of the
objects from a mystery bag containing the five objects by touch alone
the child will respond by finding the two objects.

3. :.seen five bottles each oontaining a familiar material with a distinct
odor and asked to match the odor with the material the child will correctly
match the five odors with the five materials.

riven five familier objects and a part fro each object, when shown the
parts and asked to match the part to the object the child will match the
pacts to the objects correctly.

Ziven five objects. which make distinctive sounds (telephone, dog, drum,
onw bell, duckl and the taped recorded sound made by each object and asked
to match the sounds to the objects will respond by correctly matching the
:iv ie sounds to the five objects.

e. Given a simple story describing a character doing an action and asked to
draw a pioture about the story the child will draw the character separately
frum the action.

4.(...

liven some pictures of people and asked to draw a man, the child will respiond
by drawing a clothed man with head, body, arias , legs, feltt, bands, figures,
and facial features.

liven a toy truck to manipulate and asked to draw the truck the child will
drmw tr=k from a side view and include the body of the truck, two wheels.

1l n. a three dimensional house made of cardboard to manipulate and asked to
draw a pict7.re of the house the child will draw the house front view with a
door, windows, chimney coming from the side of the roof with smoke curling
fro* it, flowers taller than the house and a sidewalk.

a set of rubber dolls representing a family and asked to draw a
family the child will draw the number of people in his own family with
:ittle attention given to the actual size of the sassily members, family
mowers imp=tant to the child will be largest and drawn with the most
4Aet3 i1..

:liven vernal directions to draw a triangle and a square the child will
correctly draw a triangle and a square.

I4. :iv vernal directions to draw a circle and an ellipse the child will
respond by drawing t circles.



General Comments

The physical coordination and mental integration required to draw gradually
develops through the child's growth and development plus plenty of opportunity
to actually draw, using tuappropriate tool. Rhoda Kellogg has documented
some of this and it would be wise to refer to her work. Please note that the
capturing of "essence" is valued, as well a' life-like representation.

About the only caution is to avoid the "co48. in the lines" syndrome. %Coloring"
is not the same as drawing.

In arcking the child to draw a shape or symbol, check to make sura he knows it
first.

All the performance statements are asking the child to draw from memory, although
in 1.12, he may choose an item he sees, which is O.K.

Examples:

Any tool or medium is appropriate, from soapy water to oil paint.
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CATEGORY III: COORDINATION

D. Competency: Ability to Use Body to Express
Ideas, Intentions, and Peelings (20)

General Goal: The child can use dance, dramatic play, and role play to
express himself through movement.

Performance Statement:.01...40.....411111111,0.1.4111

1. The child can use simple dance to express ideas and feelings.

Criterion:

1.a Given a direction to express a familiar idea, or feeling
through dance, the child can do so.

Sample Activity /tent

Set "mood" or feeling, so child has something to go on, then
ask him to dance to show how he feels. Peelings or ideas could
be happiness, loreliness, anger, etc. Group expression, 'with
observatiOn of individual children might work well.

Performance Statement:

2. The child can use dramatic play and role play involving body movement
to express ideas, intentions, and feelings.

Criterion:

2.a Given an idea, intention, or feeling to express, or "act out," the
child can do so.

Sample Activity Items:

Show me how you would get ready to go to the store with your mother
if she told you that you could have an ice cream cone.

Show me what you would do if you got a brand new, great big tricycle.

Show me how the big crane puts a steel beam into a building.

Show me how a baby feels when he has just been fed and is all ready
to go to sleep.

Show me how you could let somebody know not to bother you.
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Additional Performance Statements:

3. Given a pantomime of the action of pushing and asked to label the action
the child sill respond with the word pushing.

Given a hand gesture to stop and asked to name the gesture the child will
respond with stop.

Given a pantomime of the action of pulling and asked to label the action
the child will respond with the word pulling.

General Comments;

The critical elements here are not primarily cognitive or motor, but affective.
Cognition is involved, of course, in that the child must be able to put himself
in another situation, another's place, and this involves cognitive processes.
Motor skills--or lack thereof, obviously place an upper limit on what children
can do at a given age or without training. However, for these purposes, an
accepting, encouraging, "open," warm, climate that values these modes of expres-
sion will enable most children to "loosen up" enough to participate satisfactorily.
Some coaching and teaching may be necessary. For ideas on this, see Sara Smilanski
and Brian Sutton-Smith in the NABYC publication, Play. Doubtless, the modeling
effect of adults can either facilitate or impede these body expressions.

'acAPIE4es:

Home: 2.a is more likely to be done at home than 1.a, dance. Ask the child
to re-enact simple events or actions around the house. Perhaps re-enact some-
thing seen on T.v., or in the yard (bird flying, butterfly emerging).

Schools Both planned and spontaneous movement are much in order. To encourage
these competencies, it should be fairly expressive, not the highly structured
directions and imitations found on sore records and songs. The imitation skills
are taught elsewhere in this section.

Teaciher should also facilitate dramatic play through providing props and through
Smilanski and Sutton-Smith techniques.
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CATECORY In: COORDINATION

t- LzmpetEncy: Abality to Control Large Muscles (21)

4.411.4
AMMOIIMMO.0

nave as he wants to.
The cbild can control his large muscles to make them

Parforsamce Statement:

1. The ctall can move his whole body or parts of the body in response
to oral d4xectiams.

Crl.titTZ.OM:

%VC= a oral direction to move in a way requiring large muscle
ocatrol, the cbild can do so.

Samc: Activity Items:

tivp om otle foot.

Lees tee Id= ride this tricycle. (Some children at age 6
cam ri6c.: bicycles.)

"is big bax across the room.

1.b '.7ives a oral direction to move in a way requiring 4ognitive
loatro7. of Large muscles, the child can do so.

Samc:e Aztivttv :tems:

backward. taan forward.

Tti.e ttze* step* sideways, then stop.

Sbalow mot now you could go across the room with 3 parts of your
body tooching the floor.

Performance StAtemeat:

4. The c4 tialazca hlmne1f in appropriate situations, both standing
still amd mowing.

%ye= an age app4wvrato static balance task, the child can
extcQt, It.

camp:e Act-, It10- it:

Stamd on one loot as long as you can.
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Giveam an ag,1 appcoprLate mov4a4 balsoce tasx,
execute t.

the chIld can

Sankle Activitv

Try to walk Ca*447 *crocks the STAXTIOW dage of this board

C71,sller 1 Comments-

Age-appropr_ate balanve tatkz tAvot be epelled
appropriate .-.spert. :L detzgtimq task3 to lead
be sure that thay ze kept isstoreetkeg and chal1
a 2 x 4 is not tcc exciting.

l.a performance statameot, &
AmerIcan Associatiot of Elee.t.
some. These act4vatiec &re excellent
wQ ll, especially if they are -zed tr.

Exameles:

Hartle: "Hap on one foot over to
"Jump down.

(2 x 4.

out in some data...L.1 by

desired terminal ski:Ll.
Waitiag turns wm.lk

hook on movement edudating OT mggestlos-
.-4161. Edlocation and Recreation venoms-20d
tar home visitor, teacher, and pas,em as

idd 1j..te to oundoor play time.

oat out.' *Skip to the mail box.'

School: Songs nvolvin9 large mu,sc:es; outdoor playtime: wTotlthe board. wow see .1:f 7m. C.i 1:. go ascro2ss tae board a differentways could you go down the sioewalk to the store?*

walked across
way." 'how shah?



CATEGORY I::: COORDINATION

Competency; Ability to Control Small Muscles (22)

General Goal: The child can control hand and arm 'muscles in ageGeneral

appropriate tasks.

Performance Statement:

1. The child can use hand tools and instruments effectively.

Criterion;

1.4 Given a task to do involving use of a hand tool or instrument,
the child can complete the task..

Sample Activity Items:

Draw something with this pencil.
Use these scissors to cut the paper.
Hammer these nails into this board.

Performance Statement:

2. The child can manipulate small objects effectively.

Criterion;

2.a Given a selection of small manipulative objects, the child can
successfully complete the manipulations he attempts.

Sample Activity Item:

Let child choose tasks from a selection of objects to manipulate,
such as nuts and bolts, small beads, tiles, locks and keys.

2.b Given Id direction of what to do with a small manipulative object,
the child can do it.

Sample Activity Items:

Hold this toothpick in one hand and put these little metal
rings on it.

Screw these nuts on the bolt and then unscrew thew.

Performance Statement;

3. The child Gan change his movements in response to the observable effects
of previous movements.
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Criterion:

3.a Given Attn observable effect resulting from his previous movements,
the child can continue or correct his my ,cements.

Sample Activity Items:

Given a simple line design to copy on an "Etch-A-Sketch" the
child can correct his movements as he works.

Give child a maze task, observe to see if he can correct mistakes.

If jar lid doesn't loosen one way, child tries turning it another.

General comments:

Almost all these abilities result from the child's maturing mind and body having
plenty of chance to attempt, practice, end master tasks requiring use of small
muscles. There is no shortcut to mastery, nor any quick and easy way to teach.
It is a slow, laborious construction of the skill.

Performance statement 3 does have plenty of cognitive elements involved. Some
adults don't do as well as some children.

Examples:

Home: Stringing buttons, nuts and bolts; carpentry work; stringing beads;
using drawing and writing tools; working puzzles; Lego; film cans to open and
close

Natural Environment: Arranging pebbles, shells; stringing berries, popcorn

School: As above, plus mazes; plastic threading and construction toys; film
cans; Awake cans with little toys inside, etc.



CAY: CD Ma-TIM

eneral Activities

1. ACTIVITY: Pantomiming the use of dishes, utemsias.
and pans

Provide the child with real dishes, utensi:s, am=
pans. Ask the child to pretend that he is 1evn a ==laulal
party and to show bow he would use the pots and pams azul.
utensils to make a cake an KooI Aid for the party. Isa ar.s
to show how he would use the cups, utensils, and dismes --
eat the cake and drink the Kool Aid.

4tfr:ST IONS :

A. Can you stir the cake with toe nife? iiinw do yoil
think so?

B. What will you need to serve the cake. the EDQ:

2. ACTIVITY: Lining cupboard shelves and drawers wit= ;4rAT

Provide the chila with paper the er.at sire to s--
shelf and drawer. Ask the child to fit a paper to ea== ancLit
and drawer. Then cut the paper for one shelf into two parts.
Ask him to see if he can still fit the paper on the sneLl_
Make the activity harder by cutting paper into four egot:.
parts and ask the child to fit the paper on the sne'' uc .-tupper._

f

QzsTIONS:

A. Do you think you can find a paper to f,-;.t ear eief
each drawer? Show me.

B. If I cut the paper into more pieces, ao
it will still fit? Show me.

ACTIVITY: Tracing around ckbects fttensils, pots. ;palms. am= 1Atire%
to make outlines for cupboard snelvss ant 4"..L.1:01RIEVZIS

Provide the child with utensils, 44,sbes pots, pails.
scissors, and colored markers.
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NOTE: This activity can be done in three steps or two steps
covering a time period of two to three days, depending upon
the child's ability to trace and cut. The first step might
be tracing and making outlines for all the dishes; second step
tracing the pots and pans; and the third step tracing the eating
utensils.

Ask the child to trace around the dishes, pots, pans, and
utensils to make an outline of the objects, and then to cut out
the outlines. Next ask the child to match the objects to the
outlines.

QUESTIONS:

A. What could you use to make an outline that would look
just like a plate, cup, fork, etc.?

B. What would you need to do first, next, last?

C. Will you need one sheet of paper for each object?
Why do you think so?

D. How can we place the objects on the paper? Show me.

4. ACTIVITY: Fitting the outlines on the shelves and matching the
utensils, pots, pans, and dishes to the outlines

Provide the child with a length of newspaper cut the approximate
size of the actual shelf, the paper outlines, tape and dishes, pots,
pans, and utensils.

Give the child the strips of paper and the objects and ask him
to show how he could fit all the dishes on the shelves so that there
would be room for everything. Then ask the child to fit the outlines
on the real shelves with tape and to put the real dishes, etc., on
the shelves but matching them to the outlines.

QUESTIONS;

A. How do you think the things should go on the shelves?
What things would you put together?

B. Can you think of another place to put the cups?
NOTE; The child might think of hanging the cups.

C. Do you think you can put all the things on one shelf?



ACTIVITY,: Drawing a picture t.,`, the dishes, pots, pans, and
utensils arranged on the shelves

Provide the child with crayons and paper.

Ask the child to draw a picture showing how the cupboard arid
drawers look with all the things. arranged.

Can you tell me something about your picture?
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F ;`.Cp Stat. ements:

A.

%Ten a :an of powdered paint and a glass of water and asked to predict
*meat If they s e-rawere mixed together the child would respond
that they ecul- make paint of the same color.

2;i4ea a t c ycle pump and a balloon and asked what he could do with them
the woeld respond that he could blow the balloon. up with the pump.

. wat-!r. soap and a egg beater and asked ehat he could do
ohilo would ret.x.Ind that he could make soap bubbles.

7.7-1,r a zdcs --....f beads and asked to get what homey would need to make a
lecn.lace. ohild would get same type of si.nging material.

ice r =all sheets of paper and a large object, when asked to trace
tfte 'the ..:11.1d would assemble the papers to provide sufficient surface

ne

Ten several °oz..), cars u a box held shut with a rubber band the child
vinen t3e box was rattled and give= to him, would make some attempt to
:pen ;,t.

2:-.pen a paper bag containing several bells and asked 4:o. find. out what the
cec .tontained, without looking, the child would investigate using a sense

nearing or touch.

:.P a Oall of clay to play with containing a metal weight, the child
geuld seek tne ob:ect hidden in the clay.

.Ten a tty oar e7th the wheels and axles removed, the child would investi-
IT oft See . tae wheels and axles could be replaced.

:./e :cvered baby food jar containing a piece of paper toweling with
c',11 it and asked what the toweling cleaned up, the child would

wen the jar and smell the contents.

. aihen first clap then uch his bead, the child will follow the
-.7nrrecm :rder and reproduce the motions.

O.

a toy oar and piece of paper and asked to drive the car around the
:11Z3---te :-ae paper, the child will be able to do so.

:C. a ileoe of paper and some crayons and asked to draw a house and
m.Ateelf ec..tn a flower, the child will include all three objects.

1.-4.en a paper bag and
drder, 4 mild will

iihen to....a to 4et p,

the

'Iree c jects lad asked to put them in a particular
use the correct order.

push his chair in, and go to the door, the child will
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CATEGORY IV: HABITS AND ATTITUDES

B. Competency: Ability to Plan Action (24)

General Goal: The child can predict the result of action, assess available
resources, and use them to achieve a desired result.

Performance Statement:

1. The child can predict the end result of a given action or series of
actions.

Criterion:

1.a Given a simple series of events or actions, the child can predict
the probable end result.

Sample.1. Activity Items:

Gloria had gone with the big kids down to the creek to play.
She got her shoes all muddy. She was afraid her Mom would
scold her, so she took the shoes off and put them beside the
porch, close to where the dogs slept. She didn't go back out
and get them because it got cold and rained. What do you
suppose happened to her shoes?

Possible Responses--They got wet; the dogs carried them off; the
dogs chewed them up; her dad saw them and brought them in.

If you mix this red paint and yellow paint, what color will you
get? (This requires knowledge which may or may not be related
to the ability to plan or predict.)

Performance Statement:

2. The child can decide what he needs to do to achieve a desired end result.

CrIterion:

2.a Given a simple situation outlining a problem and a desired end
result, the child can show or say what he could do to achieve
the desired result.

Sample Activity Items:

Suppose we are on one side of the river and we need to be on the
other side. What could we do to get there?

Its cold in the house. What. could we do to make it warmer?

A.4 '''

-
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2.b Given a situation outlining a problem and a desired end result
requiring several steps from the existing condition, the child
can show or say the steps required to achieve the desired result.

Sample Activitx. Items:

Here is a child just getting out of bed on the day the mobile
classroom comes to the school. Tell me what he needs to do to
get ready to go.

Hero are the things we need to set the table for lunch. First
tell me what you need to do, then show me.

Performance Statement:

3. The child can assess and use available resources to achieve a desired
end result.

Criterion:

3.a Given a problem to solve and a limited number of resources, the
child can demonstrate or describe how he would use the resources
to solve the problem.

Sample Activity Items:

This doll needs to take his nap. What can we fix up for him to
sleep in? (Array of pieces of cardboard, wood, clock, etc.)
Child should fix up something that looks like a sleeping arrangement.

Show a picture and tell story of a child and his friend with a long
rope wanting to jump rope, and another picture showing the possible
resources (fence or tree, big sister, shears, clock, money, plus
other relevant and irrelevant items).

Possible solutions: 1) Tie one end of rope to fence or tree,
get big sister to turn it, or take turns
turning, (time turns with clock).

2) Cut rope in half, so each child has a
rope.

3) Buy another rope, so each child has one, etc.

rolditional Performance Statements:

4. Given a block of wood, a set of clip-on wheels and a strip of paper and
asked what the child might do with the objects, he will combine the objects
to make something, e.g. a car and a road.

5. Given a hammer, a set of bells, and a puzzle and asked to select the quiet
activity, the child will choose the puzzle.



Cie r .1 1 CI )1 ; ;...*
Although thole in evidence that this is an important competency there is
little in tilt- way of background material for curriculum developmenteither
for what child or adult must do to develop the ability to plan action.
Therefore, we are proceeding on logical analysis and on experience, but the
end result is far less predictable than teaching colors or sorting. Even
those people who have emphasized child planning in their curricula (Weikart)
have changed procedures.

we do know these things:

. Modeling is a powerful teaching tool here. If the adult plans in
a way that is observed and understood by the child, probably the child
will do so, too. (e.g., in older children, if parent writes list to
remind him, children will probably acquire that habit also.)

Yount; children's ability or lack of ability to plan is often related
to the opportunity to do SO, which is often minimal. Parent,
tvacher, may need to provide for more opportunities.

t. Planning is a complex skill requiring analysis of needs or wants
aRsessmont of resources, and logical, sequential, thinking about
how to achieve desired results. Verbal mediation probably facili-
tates. But we know very little about helping children achieve this
competence.

4. Divergence and creative responses should be encouraged. Usually,
there is no one way to get "from here to there," except for straight
information items--e.g., if you mix blue and yellow. If child comes
up with a new way to achieve a desired result, more power to him,
provided he doesn't hurt or disturb himself, others, and materials.
The world needs more people like him.

Examples:

Home: Child ih allowed to help cook and help around the house and yard, then
Oven an opportunity to plan and carry out simple tasks. "We've got time to
90 fishing if you could get together the things we need." "Let's get these
beans ready for dinner. What do we have to do?"

Natural. Environment: Planting and caring for seeds and plants. "What do we
have to do?"

School: Child given opportunity to decide what he will do and what he needs
to do it.

Teacher has balls, jump ropes, and other small outdoor equipment on
display. Sings songs
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lc when we All cice out

all go out
all go out

'.en we aIl go out

all go out to play?"

7..er=y. *eat lo y went to do when you go out?"
Lercy answerrl 'Play catch."

"'eak:ber: ne*d to play catch?"

Ctiozes SZ.r.41,:141.

P4:.17t. peper, et:.

y.) ,z "That red ball and someone to play with me."

;Lay equipment, books to read, songs to sing, colors in
'ices of areas to play in.
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Given two sets of five alphabet letters to trace, cr.e fast and one slawl
and asked which was the most like the original and why, the child will
respond the neater went more slowly.

(. t;iven a set of small blocks 2' x and ask Id t:.% "Build a tcwer as
fast ati he can until I say stop" (one minute) and then 'slowly and careful
and asked to compare the two for height, he will say the carefully done one
is higher.

.liven three cookies or pictures of cookies - one doagh, one normally cocked,
and one burned, the child would be able to tell which had eked longest
and why.

8. given a puzzle to work with and asked half -way through utat he has done
and still has to do, the child will respond to both parts appropriately.

. Gas en blocks with which to build a house and asked several times during
the building what parts he has completed and those yet to be done he will
respond correctly.

1'). Given paper and crayons to draw a picture and asked at the end to recall
what he drew first, next, next, etc., the child will recall in correct
sequence.

11. Given a doll to dress and undress and asked when the doll is dressed to
tell the sequence in removing the doll's clothes in the same order used
in dressing the doll, the child will show or verbalize the correct order.

12. Given a box, a piece of wrapping paper, a ribbon, and a toy car, the child,
when asked would be able to tell or show the sequence in wrapping the car
as a gift.



CATEGORY IV: HAB/TS AND ATTITUDES

D. Competency: Ability to be Self-Reliant When Appropriate
and to Request Assistance When Appropriate (26)

General Goal: The child can exhibit appropriate independent and dependent
behaviors.

Performance Statement:

1. The child can work and play independently when appropriate.

Criterion:

1.a Given a situation calling for independent action, the child can
function successfully.

Sample Activity Item:

Accurate assessment of this calls for observation. In home, give
child a task such as a puzzle, putting modest number of toys away,
clearing table, etc. In classroom, a task such as putting away
blocks, washing table, etc. could be used. Observe child's actions.
Perfection should not be expected. More important at this age is
attitude and willingness to try to do the task by himself.

Performance Statement:

2. The child can make reasonably accurate estimates of his abilities in
motor and cognitive tasks.

Criterion:

2.a Given a difficult task well within the child's capabilities, the
child is willing to attempt it.

Sample Activity Items:

Natural situation: Observation of child given a difficult task
(new puzzle, construction to replicate, pattelrn to duplicate, etc.).
If the "match" is correct, the child should be willing to attempt it.

Contrived situation: Describe to child a difficult task, ask him
if he thinks he could do it, and how he'd go about it.

Performance Statement:

3. The child can recognize when it is important to seek help.

Criterion:

3.a Given a situation in which adult or other help is needed, the
child can identify the situation.
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:t asked how he could set a house in the block area and What n( would
use, the child will include materials for an enclosure and spatially appro-
priate sized furniture, and/or representations of furniture.

.riven pictures of a paint brush on a long handle, a ladder, and a regular
paint brush, and asked what he would use to paint 4 wall in the room and
why, the child will combine the ladder with the brushes in some way and
will realize that the regular brush could not be used alone.

4. ;even a fork and a set of chop sticks and asked which he would use tc eat
his dinner and why, the child will select the fork and verbalize a justi-
fication other than merely the word "because."

1. .given a puzzle to work on and being stopped before the puzzle is completed,
the child, asked-why he did not complete the puzzle, will say he was stopped.

11. given a simple line drawing to reproduce, and asked after its completion
which parts are most and least like the original, the child will be able to
compare the two.

,liven a pegboard design to reproduce, but with pegs of different colors
from the original, the child, on completion, will be able to tell how his
is different from the original.

given rubber bands to stretch over two pegs with one of the rubber bands
being too small to fit, the child, when asked why he can't put that rubber
band on, will verbalize that it is too small.

l4. ,;iven a set of alphabet letters to trace and asked on completion which are
best and least well traced, the child will compare and chose those that are
most representative of good and bad tracings.

17). ;iven a set of rubber people including a mother, a father, a brother, a
sister, and a baby, and asked,

1) Which people could help you tie your shoes and why?

2) Which people could drive you to the store and why?

3) Which people could help you look for the baby if it
crawled off?

the child will select individuals or groups of individuals who are appropriate.

Le. =Ives: a picture of a wrecked car and asked what he would do if he was here
and who he would get to help, the child will respond by naming an appropriate
person or action.

I'. .7,iven pietures showing the sequence in building a bird house and asked where
he might need help, and who he would ask, the child will respond by telling
who was needed and how.
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L. Wh411 65ked to tell some things the child could make wetecet eey eel; and
how he would do it, the child will be able to do se.

Le. When asked "How can we find out about 7' .a s- eet eseeece
tc the elasszoom, e.g. rabbits), the child will reepent eith an appropTiate
person or place.

e. eiven a stack of blocks and asked to pile them all one on to 2f enether,
the child, when he reaches the point where he can no leeger to
blocks, will seek help by asking the adult to aid him.

;,iv n four pictures of a child playing, sleeping, reaching 1-1' a steamer.);

pan on the stove, and eating, and asked to tell you about eee geeteres.
the child will verbalize the potential danger of the child reecteeg for
the pan.

5iven a photograph of various objects and asked if he could make te:s en
his own, the child will be able to decide in an appropriate mach r.

Object examples: 1) a clay ball or make
2) a child's painting
3) a chair
4) a table
5) an alphabet letter
6) a shirt

+iven a figure of a policeman and asked when he might need tees pees=
and how he could get him, the child will name an appropreate seeeatece
end haw to contact the police.

liven a real telephone and asked how it might be used, the child will
respond appropriately. When extended by "how else?", the cheed vele. ecee
-p with using the phone in an emergency.

e,eeral eemments:

In the past, we have placed much stress on children's ineependeet behaviers.
New we are eeeing more emphasis being put on three classes of related eeeaveers;
is dependent. dependent, and interdependent. The first two are touched ea in this
cemeetency. Much sensitive judgment is required in trying to beild tbese eom-
petenciese ie.31. example, in trying to promote independent action in Same ad
ecnoo:, we are sometimes guilty of either loading an impossible t tie :he
child--"Now you got all those blocks out, and you can just put t eel away
er eetting off his striving for independenceeet me button yoer coat: we're
in a hurry." If we don't encourage him when he wants to go on his eve. be 5 7L:11
soon learn not to try. In addition, many adults have ambivalent `eel is aecet
children's independent and dependent behaviors, especially betwee eee e jeers,
wen the first break from home to school comes. As with ability to enetease
action, and sc many other items in the realm of habits, atteteees and eeceal
relationships, appropriate action cannot be taught us semply as use eeeeee. tee
names of shapes or the size of something. The climate in the hone, schee: aed
community must also value and reinforce a particular behavior.
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3.n :avert a eltuatIon requiring application of common childhood
cleanl=mos and self care standards, the child observes this
either by commission or omission.

Samfle Activity :teas.:

AIME: This criterion would necessitate observation.

Zhild washes hands after toi ting and before eating.
brwishes teeth.

i _'o leaves bandages on cut, sore.

Zemumincrta:

sotrition and most cleanliness items are under the influence of adults,
adults in the home. Children at this age are in the process

of 1.nrming life habits. and cannot be expected to have acquired them. The
scoot:. and T.V. can do some positive things. For example, the use of sweets
tor rewards or treats should be totally abandoned. Some visitors and teachers
sacu:..a qase -4a ly mere healthful foods.

:eaalimess suggestions can be matter-of-factly taught.

it gip.. Performance Stat*ments:

a pipe cleaner doll. and told it was made by a peer and asked what
oe can tell about the quality of the doll, the child will be able to
maXe an eva:uat.Lon.

1aven =le trablzgs made by a peer and asked to comment on how close to
to or -hey are, the child will evaluate the work.

wrz: '"tis Ceais with the child's ability to form casual relationships
and to oIassify.

44Afte =DOW he would feel if he had a cold, the child will be able to
respond with several symptoms appropriate to having a. cold.

;ilea pnotograpns of children with various. obvious childhood diseases,
tae oniId will be able to identify then by name, e.g., sumps, measles,
cr.oxer.pcx. etc.
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CATEGORY IV: HABITS AND ATTITUDES

F. Competency: Ability to Make Choices Based on the Situation

Performance Statements:

1. Given a large rubber ball, a book, a jar of paint with a brush, and
a clipboard, and asked what object he might play with using the clip-
board as a desk on his lap, the child will select the book.

2. Given two puzzles of varying difficulty and number of pieces, upon
asking the child to select the one he can do the fastest, he will
select the easiest one.

3. Given unit blocks of varying sizes and asked to build a house that will
fit on his chair, the child will select blocks suitable to the project
rather than the large or unstable blocks.

4. Given a full and near empty jar of paint, and a picture of a large house
on an 18 x 24 inch piece of paper, upon asking the child which he would
use to paint the house, the child will select the full jar of paint.

5. Given two glasses and a pitcher with enough juice to fill only one glass,
upon asking the child to give two people approximately the same amount of
juice, the child will attempt to make the juice levels even by pouring
small amounts at a time, pouring back and forth, or by some other means.

6. Given give single unit and five long unit blocks and invited to have a
contest with you to build the longest road, the child, when asked which
blocks he would like to use, will select the long blocks.

7. Given a piece of paper, crayons, felt tip markers and a pencil, and asked
which would make the prettiest picture and why, the child will select one
and state his criterion beyond, "because it would."

. Upon asking the child what he might use to construct a bird house for
outside, he would rebpond with an appropriate material and/or tools/ e.g.
wood, plastic, glue, hammer, saw, etc.



CATEGORY IV: HABITS AND ATTITUDES

G. Competency: Ability to Forecast Results

Performance Statements:

1. Given an empty flashlight and two batteries and asked what would happen
if the batteries were put in the flashlight, the child will respond that
it would light or work or some change would be produced,

2. Given a straw and a glass of water and asked what would happen if one
blows through the straw while it is in the water, the child will respond
that it will bubble.

3. Given a jar of paint and a piece of paper toweling and asked what would
happen it the towel were dipped in the paint, the child will respond with
a statement indicating a change in the toweling.

4. Given an egg, a hammer, a nail, and a glass, and asked which object would
be the best to pound in the nail and why, the child would respond the hammer
and state the others would break, or the hammer wouldn't.

5. Given a rubber ball and asked what would happen if it were dropped on the
floor, the child will respond it would roll, bounce, etc.

6. When asked to show or tell you two steps in doing an inlay puzzle, the child
would dump the puzzle and put some of the pieces in the spices or tell about
the actions.

7, when asked what steps he might take to draw a flower on a paper, the child
will respond with the steps.

8. When asked what he does from the time he gets up until he comes to school,
the child will name two or more activities.

9. When asked how he might build a bird house, the child would show or tell
more than two steps.

10. When asked to tell or show steps in playing on a slide, the child will show
two or more steps.



CATEGORY IV: HABITS AND ATTITUDES

H. Competency: Ability to Plan Alternatives

Performance Statements:

1. Given a one minute sand timer, some beads and string and told that he will
get one candy for each string completed the child will string rapidly.

Given a large paper with a narrow curvy road drawn on it and asked to drive
a toy car over the road in such a way that it does not leave the road and,
if it does, the car will have to start again, the child will use great
caution.

3. Given a paper bag containing an object and told that he is to find out what
is in the bag without using his hands, the child will be able to discover
a. way of finding out.

4. Given liquid paint and a variety of unrelated object* but not a paint brush,
and asked to paint a picture, the child will use one of the objects or his
fingers to paint with.

5. Given a photograph of an object; asked to do somettng to help us guess the
word without talking; the child will act out the action in some way, until
the word is guessed.
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+:..,A1r AEI IwIttelry 444

anz .;;.Azie, ;...n a paper
.trM4 !X:A21. m,aterials.

&oust *ti finiiing what
maght hie =s.et, the thild to
ty bipi.rtcriate

i1ABITS AND ATTITUDES

bag a combination of five or six
Ask the child to figure out, without

items are in the bag and how they
consider the sense of smell or touch

out what is in the bag?

TrIcy* Lt Lsed?

r. 41. :41: Lt?

ftCUA 4:,*$ tit40,11

Zolt, w ue what does.

2. .4.:7:v":17L List

KO; tz: sLt down. with you to help you make a list oftt-e .fet 'zIati-ing for a meal. Use pictures with the words?lye tne a means of identifying the word. Ask the child tomart .;.St :f t= -.tithes, containers, and silverware neededtt scrre tat the me a'...

r

X. zuz! th-hcs will go on that kind of plate, cup, etc.?

4_ _ah't r.ut it in that?

E.

* ne-11.1 f4 eat it with?

.i:Intetnq for all the things?

3. ACT.TV:nt a ta:;.t settInq

thst th=ugh all of the items needed to set thetatle. it4te ma4azihe pictares. When you have agreed onthe items. as.t tze trilc to set the table following his planned listand to ooteci: 4.5 he 9oes.
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QUESTIONS:

LiStlny:

What do

How many?

Setting:

Where can yo.:

Where will you p thmI

Have you done

How do you know?

4. ACTIVITY: Fred ctinlg

Provide eggs, 4 fork, i siphoa. a ko.ttit, S.lass bowl, cray=s
and paper. Ask the Cuilh ;.4 tract a. tivrIc. a knit*, a spoon. and aa egg.beater. the chld to pced.,;,.= utat the-egg woold Look Like if yocused each of tile thing's to beat t.he eriq. Ask titoe aia.La to draw orrecord his predictions. Eave the htild =par:* h.is pre4.-..ct.i.ozs with theoutcome of actual:y Dtbt:ZA; :44e egg otie of the =mails.

QUESTIONS:

A. What do yo thLar.

B. How ac you nhow?

C. Can vas show me?

D. Which 4re the samcl

Wh.lch Is m;_ffereatI

5. ACTIVITY: Substitutions fcr .hc;;tcmm t:.shes

Draw or trace =It Items
%a plate, a fork, a spoon. * r.r.;fa, amd a ;,aa, Turn
over, slam your Land oz tom. IMC tell the chlld all
are broken and there are nc moce .;.s* then. have tne

4 glass, a
all of the p:..ctures

of these thlhqs
_ or.ld select a



card and tell what substitute he could use for the broken utensil. Give
some absurd example to help get the child started. te.g. Could you use
and elephant?)

QUESTION:

What could you use?



CATEGORY V: SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

A. Competency: Ability to Alums Appropriate
Social Behavior (28)

Genstia Goal: The child can cooperate with peers and *date, and can
identify social and work related roles of specified adults.

Performance Statement:

I. The child can cooperate with peers and adults.

Criterion:

1.a In a natural situation, the child can follow reasonable suggestio.7445,
direoeionx, and requests of adults.

Sample Activity Items:

Lunch is ready. Let's go inside to eat.
Rang your coat on the hook, pleas*.

1.b In a natural situation, the child can follow reasonable 'suggestions,
directions, and requests of peers.

Child cooperates or has socially acceptable reason for not doing so

sample Activity names

Joe, hand me that block.
Let's play house. You be the mama and I'll be the daddy.

1.c In a natural situation, the child can request help, companionships
-and information from adults, and make suggestions -to bits.

Sample Activity Items:

Child says: "What is this?" "Come read to me." "Latls listen to
records now." or

Take toy to be fixed to adult, took to be read, etc.

1.4 In a natural situation, the 'child can .give directions, make
reasonable suggestions and requests of pears.

Sample Activitt Items:

Child says: "No, I don't want to swing. Let's go slide.

Child says to younger sib: "Mama said go outside. Let's go."

Takes another child by the kind, or puts an arm around shoulder
to gain °cope:cation.
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*mance Statement:

2. The child vozks cooperatively toward a came= scal

CrIti MUD 4

2.a Given a task Vhich can be efficiently dope y joitut etair tam
child. chooses that means as -one way to do the %wit.

Sample Activity Items:

In a natural 4114Ittwil4 4 When children need lc*
equipment away, they are able to via& -*nolo

=gm, csinesmas
asion- radm..

In a contrived situation: Presented 11,21:b leagramel=e1 caw an&several -ways to do the tasks the chili zdicoves an man4e
division of labor as one way.

Comments:

Read Burton 'Mgt* on these itemise enpecially perfrnmatioe L. Moethat both leader and follower =lien are considered to pert ccmanetne=mibebilriat 'Young children are still very much in the lenoomma !I-'-v amig Viewattitudes and skills, and can Wit much aDdieliX69 110/1 tetra= VaCe45Mthe* learn. As with so many ther things the chiltris Ability um '..71me= amatiexhibit these beheyr,ors depeMs on many things. Pieraja irMe- terice=mest tawsocial setting in 'which be spends most of Ws acnol tete, garielanare Ines-pectatons of the significant people in his lite. Some atitaUe cc cdorm- .c:rhaistreessake it almost impossible or the ctrild t sicirvact tbssiN tar aim Ifor
Renietanceeven defianceis the oray laticorame.

The best bet to help children with the behirriore is to atter= mritada.,ft* Amendtbem. Soma nodelIng can be dons on T.V. to show cdtzat boor le 121104 C349111r4Cle; idittgiven situations.

There are several aspects to the .52iTit effort perftwemintme_ ertatcemmeltv, ame- is;the recognition that it is sometimes beneficial 'to work Itogintbscs Itherallows for 1) a division of labor, so that each or* doemet, lam eimoi 'zs 40492) a combining of skills so that each one can contribute *us smatAintigma aimeCarir3) reciprocity you help us this time and well bra? you lam leen sees& um18..

Examples:

These kinds of behaviors can best be taught on-iciusi tbroustt Inert snot 0.45f.Verbalisation of appropriate response* probably boa liVtle.stemniros Amfgemot..

Performance. Statement:

3 The child can identify specified adult *comet exampleso sea =me=social and work related roles and functins.
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Criterion:

3.a Given pictures of adults engaged in a variety of occupations, the
child can identify the occupational role.

Sample Activity Items:

Point to the picture of the construction worker.
Show me the school bus driver.
Point to the highway patrolman.
Show me a picture of a mine worker.

3.b Given pictures of adults engaged in a variety of occupations, ttle
child can identify the occupational function.

Sample ti vity Item

Point to the picture of the person who helps grow the food we eat.
Show me the person who sells gasoline to put in our cars.

3.c Given pictures of adult:: engaged in a variety of occupations, the
child can state the name of the occupation, in either standard or
colloquial terms.

Sample Activity Item:

Here are pictures of men and women at work. Tell as what you
call them.

3.d Given pictures of adults engaged in a variety of occupations,
the child can state the function of the occupational role.

Sample Activity Item:

What does the person at the gas station do? What does the
farmer do?

Coomients:

These four criterions are all related to simple knowledge and should be fairly
easily taught. Note that they are concozned with comprehension and with ex-
pression: the same order that has been utilised with many of the other ommprten-
cies.

In constructing curriculum, keep in mind these things:

I. Occupations presented should be typical and representative of the region
and community in which the child lives. Go beyond the "ommmunity helpers°
approach to the specific careers in the specific area.
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Present the whole range of "what people de--not just the tau! )0be
The nurse's aides and the cleaning people in the hospital are *portant, also

1. Present matter-of-factly. Don't romanticise either menial o o celled
exciting Jobe. kvoid the 'Tear Mr. garage Man' epprowch.

Watch carefully the hidden status alas VOI3Cerriirig sex, races ethnicity.
Women do all sorts of Jobs, Blacks and Indians do all sorts of jobst and so
forth. Men are also fathers and concerned with their children It is diffi-
cult to stress this enough.

S. Reel live file, pictures, and exposure will probablybescme powerful them
drawings.
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SaapIe Activitj Items:

Child demonstrates knowledge of acceptable as 11211010.Ertill'4*"1174i getting attention.

.ACCMBLE.: Moos)

Adults

Coe name

;se relationship Label
alma, Dad)

Pleasurable body contact
tscasping hand- patting
adults leg)

Crying Nobles hurt

'ZaLking with

Smiling at otters
Asking relevInt questions.
Mem, Si err
Go to per soil

Ask person to cone
Shyw person something
Express interest in what other
is doing

=61101 1P0MBLEs Mae )

ors
:Ircerrupting

negative fewmion to
other's overtures
star y' asking questions

Cveraffection

AA.7:EPTAZ,LE: (Scbool

Adults

Cse name
U3 relationship Label
Mem, SIM?
Making with
Asking relevant questions
Doing what adult asks
Showrpersaa something
Pleasurable body contact

Sibs Grov

Os. name

Use relationship label

Pleasurable body co=act
Go to person
As*: person to come

TellirovIdlenowtde

Sibs Group

"'Butting in*

Peer GrOUp

Use nese

Use relationshiplatel
Ose 'You Guys"
Go to person
Ask person to come to you
Plemsurable body contact
COnstructivelyemcering into
of person's acttvity
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CATEGORY V: SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

Z. Competency: AbaIxty to MaIntaln Attention (301

Thle oampetency did not recelve response from either of the two
asenc:Ars Lavolved to the InvestigatIon.



CATEGORY V: SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

D. Competency: Ability to Adopt the Perspective of Another (31)

General Goal: The child is able to adopt the perspective of another,
showing this through speech, actions, and role play.

Performance Statement:

1. The child demonstrates an awareness and understanding of another person 's
feelings, thoughts, and situation when they are different from his

Criterion:

1.a Given a situation in which another person might experience
feelings and thoughts with which the child is familiar, the
child can demonstrate or describe what the other might feel
or think.

Sample Activity Items:

Natural situation: Child reassures another who has spilled
or dropped something.

Contrived situation: After hearing a story creating a situation
in which strong fee:Ling or thoughts would be generated, the child
can demonstrate or describe what the characters might feel or
think.

1.b In talking with or to another person, the child gives evidence
of understanding how the other feels or thinks.

Sample Activity Items:

Natural situation: In playing a game to learn colors, child
Aays to your.,;er child, "You don't know the colors yet, but
you'll learn.

Contrived situation: After hearing a story creating a situation
in which strong feelings or thoughts would be generated, the child
can demonstrate or describe what he would do or say if that had
happened to a friend of his.

Performance Statement:

2. The child can role play a variety of roles and situations.

Criterion:

2.a Given a situation or character to act out, the child can demonstrate
or describe what he would do.
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Sample Activity Items:

Natural situation: In socio-dramatic play, child assumes and
carries out a role. "I'm going to be the mommy. You kids get
ready to go to the babysitter's. I've got to go to work."

"You pretend you're a mammy and be the hair fixer. Where's
the comb . . . ."

"I'm the daddy and I'm gonna drive."

contrived situation: Pretend you're the home
to your house each week, and show me what she
acts like and does. Here are moms things you
clothing items, toys, books, etc.) Match for
elaboration of role.

visitor who comes
(he) looks and
MI use. (Typical
both "essence" and

General Comments:

There is some evidence that this ability is important not only in demonstrating
sympathy and empathy for others, but also in understanding history, anthropology,
sociology, and so forth.

In constructing situations to develop this ability, make sure the "essence" of
the situation is one with which the child is familiar. The particulars or
specifics may vary, but the essential feelings and thoughts should be the same.

Note how this related to the ability to comprehend and express feelings.

Examples:

Home: A bringing to awareness of the roles, responsibilities and feelings of
others in the home will help. E.g., big sister had a bad day at school and is
"down in the dumps." Child could do something to make her feel better; Daddy
had car trouble on the way home, etc. Books and stories are excellent, also.
"Dress-ups" can be provided.

Natural Environment: Consideration for animals is very much in order here,

school: Awareness of others' feelings and a bringing to consciousness of: those
feelings is much in order. "George is unhappy. He didn't want to come today
for some reason. What can we do to make him feel at home?" Books, stories,
and role play props should be utilized to achieve this competency, also.



CATEGORY V: SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

E. Competency: Ability to Respect the Individuality of Others (32)

General Goal: The child recognizes and respects differences in others,
and chooses personal actions independently of physical
differences.

Performance Statement:

1. The child can recognize differences in others without judging the person.

Criterion:

1.a The child gives evidence of recognizing differences in others
actions, appearance, speech, and so forth in a non-judgmental
fashion.

Sample Activity Items;

Natural situation: George takes a really long time to eat.

Look, Yvonne's painted Y.11 over her paper. She likes purple.

He talks different.

My eyes are brown and his are blue. 1

Larry's hair is really curly.

Performance Statement:

2. The child can express admiration for others when appropriate.

Criterion:

2.a Given a situation in which admiration for another iu appropriate,
the child can express it.

Sample Activity Items:

Natural situation: Geez, lookit that big building Larry built.

Sherry's all dressed up today. I like that dress.

Contrived situation: Given a contrived situation in which admiration
for another's appearance, actions, products, etc. is appropriate, and
a direction to tell what he would do or say, the child expresses
admiration.
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Performsooe Statement:

3. Vb. ..bild chooses personal actions toward others independently of
phywical difference*.

terioa:

3.a Garen a situation involving another person physically different
from csild. tie: child decides his personal actions on other basis.

let a. avtt items:

natural situation: Becky can't hear us, but if we show her what
to si she cam play with us.

"tour kaads are brown and mine are pink. Let's bold hands and run.

Sure s can play. Girls CAA build with blocks.

Cootrived situation: Picture of boy wanting to "play house."
Child an indicate that it would be all right.

Picture of child of different racial background wanting to play.
Child assents.

General Cossuom:

MOSt very yooag children pretty much have this. What we need to do is try to
maintain it. ;This implies that adults have to have the abilities in 1, 2, and3 amd bed. the in a variety of ways, before this competency can befully achieved.

Respect shoolt apply to a variety of differcncas, not just race. Some of these
are sex, body tcY.:4a lizopuage patterns, learning pace and style, interests,
activity level, hamdicapping conditions, clothing choice, economic circumstances,place of res4.6emoe, es is background, etc.

Also notel tkat tz.ts competency should not be construed as applying from any
particular *iv-group' to any particular "out-group." It applies to all.

Exampl

Home and school °Uis voice does sound 'funny.' Be was born far away from here,
aod that's the way people talk there. He probably thinks you sound 'funny.'"
And so on thromsb the various diffarances.



=WORT: SCC:n. WEEATWNSHIPS

General ACtIvIties:

There were no general ACTiV1t,LOS r.fweld trap Ac.ther aseacy om tha4
category.


